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, Ala-riClebfes-months, grand larceny;
lent to one per centum upon the en tee is in definite
tural
serve
with
to
McFie
college, the Don Antonio Ruiz
was
in
.thigmorning
by
fomentwith
Judge
put
jail
charged
three years to 37 months, burg- on
net
income over and above $5,000 educators, medical experts.
tire
of
Las Cruces, a batallion ot
band
Hundred-Mil'territorial
the
the
for
Jurists,
Over
Four
Will
the
jury
insurrec
rebellion,
petit
Complete
ing
recruiting
Marcial Quintana,
Cipriano
lary;
'received from all sources," exclusive manufacturer's
cadets from the Agricultural College
tos and spying
Course With Ninety-Hors- e
March term:
federal!
upon
six
organizations,
thy
to
Anton
and
Trujillo,
Quintana,
and Company E, 1st Infantry,. N. M.
Power Machines.
out and of 'amounts received as dividends up- churches and all agencies working for
nine months each, for burglary. The Caslmiro Quintana, Alberto Quin-.- , uroops. ievas Hr.
N. G., commanded by Captain Philip
corporations, joint the protection of child life."
De Reyes was well known along on stock
shot.
John
tana,
Clemente
Garcia,
Hesch,
convicted
latter four are the Indians
or
Dessaner, will be drawn up In mili"or
stock
The
associations,
border.
13.
the
March
that
officials
Amarante
companies,
changes
speaker
Chicago,
Arrangements
suggested
Immigration
NapoAtencio,
Cayetano
of stealing turquoise from the Tiffany
to
tary formation to receive Colonel
the
he
auinsurance
was
Alfonso
leon,
a
that
child
within
secured
in
subject
the
of
an
were
labor
last
for
laws
companies,
Francisco
completed
long
smuggler
night
Dockweiler,
mines. Daniel Archuleta of Socorro
v
tax.
seven years would perhaps more tomobile race between Emile B. Rous-san- Roosevelt.
Cruz
Anaya,
offending.
Maximo
past
Vigil,
Herrera,
sena
to
serve
also arrived at the pen
It is expected that Colonel Roose
Jose Barela, T. Z. Winter, Carlos Cha- Planting Dynamite to Blow Up Rebels.
The law provided also that returns accurately than anything else measure
the French driver, - and Jack
tence of 15 to 20 years for murder.
velt's train will stop thirty minutes
vez, Juan Dios Domlnguez, Charles
Douglass, Ariz., March 13. An au- should be made by those taxed to the the extent to which the public has Johnson, the heavyweight champion
Land Entries.
Wheeler, O. C. Hyer, Juan Castillo, tomobile load of dynamite
taken Treasury Department, to be used as a awakened. He explained the scientific fighter. The race will take place eith- at Las Cruces station, and that he
will deliver an address from the
Atanacio Maestas of Mountainair William Hesch, Manuel Martinez,
a across
was
the line today
These reason upon which the committee has er in Los Angeles or at Oakland, withplanted at basis for assessing the tax.
of
Jose Azendo
and Domingo
Herrera. Ramon Ortiz, Alfred secret locations throughout Agua Prie- - were open to inspection, but in 1910 based its agitation for excluding all in four weeks. It will be 400 miles rear platform of his car.
The following named gentlemen
Lucia made land entries Saturday at Kaune, Pablo Archuleta, and H. R.
.
' and both contestants will drive
j,
McGibbon.
the local land office.
on
Four.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
on
Continued
(Continued
Page Five.)
Page
power machines.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries public: William C.
Hoffman, Cimarron, Colfax county;
J03e A. Tores, Socorro, Socorro coun-

New York March 13. "I do not be-- :
lieve that there will be any movement
of our troops into Mexico." This was
the statement made here today of Secretary of War Dickinson, who plans
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grand and also deputy district grand
master.
May Revoke Liquor License The
Board of County Commissioners
of
Grant county, recently issued a liquor
license at Rodeo upon representation
that the place had 107 inhabitants,
the statute prohibiting saloons in
places of less than one hundred peoA petition has been filed to reple.
voke the license as the place only has
50 people and that the other 51 claimed by the saloon live in Arizona or
out on homestead claims.
Bank
Thanks to the efforts of Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Safford, the Roy Trust and Savings

j

Challenge.

LIED.

That's why he had the confidence of millions, and

(By Kenneth Foster Murray)
This little child, so white, so calm,
Decked for her grave,
Encountered death without a qualm.
Are you as brave?

why we respect hirn to this day and always will.

Langs Declared Sound
Life Insarance Granted.

Established 1856.

If you knew a remedy that really had
cured Tuberculosis; that had saved from
death quite a number of people, would
interested
you try to get Consumptives
in It and induce them to take It; or
would you sny nothing about it, for fear
of giving offence?
We know the medicine. We know the
people cured .some of them. We have
the stories of cure of many and affidavits from some. We advertise Eekman's
Alterative to tell those who have lung
disease what has been done by its use.
Investigate the following:
1C18 W. Dauphin St., Phila., Pa.
Gentlemen: "On the evening of May
13, 1907, I had five hemorrhage, from the
right lung. My hemorrhage kept up for
one week I had twenty-eigin all. Septic pneumonia developed. My doctor told
me I had better go to another climate.
as my leit lung naa aiso Decome affected.
About that time I met Howard Klotz,
1019 Susquehanna Ave., this city, who
had hemorrhages several years ago and
who was cured by Eekman's Alterative.
I started to take Eckmans about the
latter part of August, 1907. My appetite
Improved at once and in about two weeks
started to gain weight. I improved
teadily. Later, a very bad lameness de
veloped in my right leg and I commenced
to get a lump on my right hip. My doctor told me I was getting a tubercular
abscess and that it was affecting the
sciatic nerve. The lameness and lump
gradually disappeared. Have noi had any
trouble of that nature since.
Since my recovery about a year atro,
I was accepted for life insurance, after
two examinations by a company that had
previously rejected me.
I have advised several people to take
Eekman's and those who took it faithfully had the same results as myself."
(Signed Affidavit) CHAS. MORGAN.
Eekman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.

inter Grocery Co.

Car-lott-

a

LOUIS NAPOLEON

IMPORTED and DOMESTIC

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

Nainsook
Poplin

Voile

Batiste

Dimity

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

FOR

one-hal-

-

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon

India Linons
Dotted Swisses

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

IN THE CITY

DRY GOODS HOUSE

Phone 3

P. O. Box 219

Delicatessen

Groceries

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

ht

1

Incorporated 1903

dipan

So small find armed with naught beside
WE DO NOT NEED TO
Her mother's kiss,
Alone she stent, unterrifled,
Misrepresent our Merchandise, The Brands we
Into the abyss.
sell have stood the test of time.
"Ah," you explain, "she did not Bank at Roy, Mora county, which was
know
ASK THOSE WHO HAVE
closed ten days aso, today reopened
This babe of four
its doors for business, having been
Just what it signified to go."
Traded with us whether or not they like the way
taken over by the First National bank
more?
know
Do
you
of Tucumcari, whii h also has branch-we do business.
ej at Wlllard, Vaughn and bania Ro?a
Deputy Treasurer Resigns Conrado C. L. Justice will be in charge as cash
A. Baca has resigned as deputy treas- ier.
Every depos'tor of the old bank
urer and collector of Socorro county. will be pa'd !n full.
Death of Old Resident Jose Vela,
Marriage Licenses The following
one of the early residents of Carlsbad, marriage licenses have been granted
Southern Corner Plaza. Sonta Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
Eddy county, died last week of con- at Raton: Michael Cordera and
Glutta of Trinidad; Moses Vigil
sumption.
and Trinidad Gonzales of Raton; MauWE G IVE CASE KFGISTEE TIl KI rJ
B.
Smith
Samuel
Cattle
Sale
Big
rice Lolmaugh of Raton and Alice
ALL CASH PUFXHASIfof Carlsbad sold his cattle, 2.0U0 head,
Hosier of Grant county, Oklahoma.
of which COO are steers, to a Kansas
Froze Both Feet Santiago Pena
commission firm, at an average price Padilla is
another victim of the recent
of $21 per head.
cold spell.
Santiago came to Des
Auto Line Guits The automobile Moines, Union county, on a Rocky
A
line from Artesia to Hope, Eddy coun- Mountain train and was going to visit
ty, has been abandoned for lack of pa- relatives about IS miles east when
tronage. This was the fifth attempt he lost his way as it was getting dark.
Dealer in the Best
He was seeking refuge in a deserted those in touch with conditions and
to maintain such a line.
In
Indicted for Murder
the district shanty, but could r.ot make a fire. He preparations that the crop of 1911 will
f
froze both feet and all of his toes will approach
of the entire procourt for Roosevelt county, Oscar P. 'have1
to be amputated.
This is induction of the country.
Cheaney was indicted last week for
Ran Into a Pitch Fork Eddie Ruley dicated by the increased area owing
AND
Alexander
P.
at
of
the killing
Hamby
of Raton, was seriously injured by to the opening up of new farms and
Rogers on last Christmas Eve.
having his groin pierced by the prong the great success that has been made
Sheepherder Kills Himself Juan of a pitchfork with which he had been of growing cotton by irrigation. While
A NEW FIRST CLASS BAKERY IN CONNECTION.
Isidor, a sheepherdar,
accidentally cleaning up the yard. The fork was this method of cultivation is becoming
GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER.
shot himself through the head while lying across the wheelbarrow and Ed
FRESH BAKED GOODS
general in many parts of the SouthSan Francisco St.
EVERY DAY.
cleaning a revolver at the sheep camp die happened to run against the pro- west section, the lower Rio Grande
of C. C. Martin, north of Roswell.
jecting forks in the darkness in such valley alone will have almost 20,000
Cattle Buyers in the Field Numer- a way as to inflict a deep and painful acres of irrigated cotton this year and
ous cattle buyers are in the field ac- wound which required the instant at the race is already on in that section
Fortunately, DetWen the ' various communities
cording to the Western Liberal, but tention of a physician.
no sales are being made.
The stock- no vita! parts were struck by the tinss to be to market first with a bale of
men are holding their stock for $20, of the fork.
HERE'S THE WONDER WORKER!
cotton.
Killed Through Carelessness Luis
$23 and $2G.
This engine can be attached to your
Cordova, a miner, was killed in the
Building a Home Receiver of the
SOLD
pump and working In ten minutes
Superior mine at Lordsburg, Grant PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN
SumH.
Office
E.
of
Land
Salazar
Fort
No
ASPIRANT.
SENATORIAL
TO
after you take it off your wagon.
own
his
carelessness.
through
ner, Guadalupe county, but formerly countq,
belts, arms- pump jack or fixtures to
for
ran
N.
who
Stevens
He was racing down a ladder with
I.
congress
of Las Vegas, is building himself a
buy. No special platform to build.
He thought he lsat fall, has sold the Pueblo, Coloresidence at Port Sumner at several other, men.
could make time by leaving the lad rado, Chieftain, a to senatorial aspi- a cost of $3,500.
'"I1WW.1. JIW.I!MWIll..l..!.l'!l.MI
He rant for $175,000, although nominally
Two Chinamen Sent Home Chine der and sliding down the slope.
loosened
a
while
rock
the sale was made to a holding com- heavy
doing
Goon and Wong Gong Fong, who have
fell
on
him
which
killed
him.
this
and
pany. The Chieftain is five years
been in jail at Roswell since Novem-The coroner's jury brought out a ver- - younger than the New Mexican.
ber, 1908, and who had been held as
that Cordova had died through his
witness, were sent to San Francisco diet
own carelessness.
$100 REWARD, $100.
this week to be deported to China.
The readers of this paper will be
SatMany Deaths at Albuquerque
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Residence Destroyed by Fire The
to learn that there is at least
Can be usrd for other work when not
residence of J. H. Pennington at North urday's Albuquerque Herald records pleased
one dreaded disease that science has
deaths:
the
following
Benjamin
pumping. Has special pulley for this
Texico, Curry county, burned to the
Weems. aged "3, an electrician, died been able to cure in all Its stages, and
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.
ground last week .The family was of
His relatives live at that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
pneumonia.
covat
loss
not
The
home.
is
in
part
any pump
Corina Lujan, aged is the only positive cure now known
Grenville, Miss.
1 ered by insurance.
and Makes It Hump
4 years, died of pneumonia.
Fred A. to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beStampede in Socorro Theatre The
Russell, aged 57 years, died of pneu- ing a constitutional disease, requires
of
a
at
film
moving picture
burning
Hall's
He was a railroader. Julia
constitutional treatment.
the Park theatre at Socorro last week, monia.
8 months, died of cerebo Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
Vickl,
aged
Caused a stampede among the audi
Valentin C. de Baca of ing directly upon the blood and muence, but outside of broken windows, meningitis.
Pena Blanca died at St. Joseph's hos cous surfaces of the system, thereby
no damage was done.
He was destroying the foundation of ths disafter an operation.
Break Info House At pital
Burglars
55 years and leaves a wife and ease, and giving the patient strength
aged
Grant county, burglars
Lordsburg,
and
ten children.
Mary Ann Koehnke, by building up the constitution
broke into the house of E. E. Keyes
in doing its werk.
49 years, died of tuberculosis.
naoirt
assisting
aged
while he was at a circus with his
of Belen was her cousin. The proprietors have so much faith In
A seven piece silver table John Becker
family.
husband is a Lutheran minister its curative powers that they offei
Her
set, a revolver, a watch and clothing and she leaves four
One Hundred Dollars for any case
daughters.
were stolen.
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
Stole Horse and Saddle Santiago
testimonials.
ON
GROWING
COTTON
Urban has been held for the grand
THE LOWER RIO GRANDE, Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Sole Agents For
jury at Alamogordo for stealing a
Ohio.
horse and saddle. Urban had gotten
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Alone
Produces
of
Texas
as far as Artesia, Eddy county, when
ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Flowers and
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Credited to the United
the
Crop
was
he
Sheriff
overtaken by
Denney
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk.and Package.
States.
of Otero county.
THE OJiLY EXCLUSIVE GRAJN HOUSE IN SANTA FE- Struck by a Rock While getting
San Antonio, Texas, March 13 Last
out cedar posts in a canon, Jose RomPHONE
HAC
PHONE
of the
a
of the Alamo valley, Guada- year Texas produced
ero,
-boy
BLACK
BLACK
and
cotton
of
States
United
the
crop
lupe county, was struck by a large
From
boulder which rolled down the hill- for the past three months a great
been
fleet
of
has
vessels
busy
TO TAOS
BARRANCA
freight
side. The boy's shoulder was dislocated and he sustained a scalp wound. ing this away from the various Gulf Meets Both North
South
Both in quantity and quality
Death of Letter Carrier Oscar C. ports.
was
the
the
last
crop
Trains.
Bounds
greatest
year
for
several
Klein,
years a letter can
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
rier at the Santa Fe Postofflce under in the history of the state and the
the administration of Postmaster Paul return in actual cash brought millions the north bound train and arrive at
But while the crop Taos at 7 p. m.
A. P. Walter, died at El Paso, Texas, to the farmers.
t
last week, where he had Tesided the of 1910 was large It is maintained by
Ten miles shorter than any othr
past five years. His wife and two chil
way. Good covered hack and good
"
'
.
dren survive him.
Lumber and all kinds
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
team.
and
Lump,
Fort Wlngate Abandoned Accord Take LAXATI V E BROMO Quinine Tablets
to
2a2c
dcn
Fas
ot building material
Thing
mine
coal
XLgrex Comfortable,
ing to the McKinley County Repub Druggists lefundmoney if it allstocure E
lican, Fort Wlngate, McKinley coun- W. GROVE'S signature is on each box 25.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
ty, has been abandoned and is to be
turned into a school for the Nava- NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
We Have Built Up
joes. The troops stationed there have"
to
been
sent
Fort
Texas,
Houston,
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
and will not return.
Conference of Forestry Official
A conference of forestry officials was
held at Albuquerque a few days ago
at which Assistant Forester William
T. Cox of Washington, D. C, and a
number of forestry officials from other
states were in attendance. Hugh J.
Calkins of the Pecos forest was in attendance from Santa Fe.
Five Naturalized
Corner Water & Galisfeo Sts.
Judge Frank W.
at Silver City last week grantParker
-:
Phone Black 109.
ed naturalization papers to five appli53301
cants: Louis John Carter of St. Royou
rig
salie, Philippines; Alexander Wood-buris here. Whether it be a runabout,
of Woodburn, Scotland; John A.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
Brown of Campbellton,
New Bruns- In large quantities and have
can furnish you with one that will
very
FLOWERS-ROSEmake your drive a pleasure.
wick; Nicholas Orlgor of Eschdorf, modern facility for furnishing the
OUR LIVERY STABLE
Luxemburg; and Andrew KoTdick of very best rough or dressed
to those who want a first-clas-s
. caters
Recksa, Hungary.
CARNATIONS,
NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
Lumber
New Odd Fellows Lodge A new
All of our horses are
outfit.
of every description. We are thus
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
:: ::
Odd Fellows Lodge has been installed
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
We will fill your order promptly.
at Roy, Mora county. Max H. Karls-ruhe- r ennbled to make the very best prices
WEDDING BOUQUETS, TABLE DECORATIONS,
or such high grade.
FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
,, nt
mnlwnto nHM
is noble grand; Andrew J. Hern for Lumber
on your
vice grand; W. G. Johnson, treasurer; We will be pleased to figure
'
B. P. WILLIAMS
J. L. Swain .secretary; Irvln Odgen, contracts.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Succesor to
L.
G.
Johnson and J.
Sr., W.
Swain,
trustees. Irvin Odgen is senior past
WILLIAMS & RISING
i
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More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Agent for

POTATOES and
SALT.

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

,

One-Thi-

145

0

HERSCH

45

one-thir- d

TOD'YS

LINE

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
nut
run

Ewy
FARE

S5.00

w

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

YANKEE
CERR1LLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA

a. T.8.
Telephone

Near

Smilbirtr Coal.
hawed Wood and Kindling.

AVENUE
F. Depot
85

CAPITAL

Rutin

Coal.

COAL YARD,
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
'!!lFove(! and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain'

FOR

AIF

JilLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

THOHAS R DELGADO, Mgr.

-

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe Plumbing House

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing

LIVERY STABLE

:-

;the

n

CUT

S.

Charles W. Dudrow

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOS

PHARMACY.

EpfienceThat
is What Counts.

1

want

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Stogie
Buggies, Surries, Saddle times.

CALL

UP

'Phone 9

CHAS. CL0S50N

Wtel

to Neca

ef Jteytthf

iflfhUVE2YUE.
Drivers

Fttri&ed.

DMjQappar

Art.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

MONDADY, MARCH

rHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

13, 1911.

WARNING.

NATURE'S

Heed

11

BEAVERS

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and

It

Kidney ills come quietly mysteriously,
But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
Pills,
To ward oft Bright's disease or
betes
Doan's (have done great work in San
ta Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
good. A dull pain In the small of my
back, sometimes extending into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly whdn I took
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
The
inflammation of the bladder.
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills Thev troved to
be just the medicine my ease requir-ja- t
and tihe complete cure they brought
1e.s led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for tho United

UVEBMI6ER

-

Was Presented Local Dam
by J. H. Sloan Who Caught
It In Tray

UTS

H

SPLENDID

Like A. Goose and
Grunts Like a Hog and
Great Fighter.

It Hisses

Did you ever see a real live badger?
Of course you have read about them,
for they are constantly figuring in
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MULLIGAN &

RITO

Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers
DiTCGHI 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

"a

SATISFACTORILY

INEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

PALAOB.
AVE
DONE.

(osweil, New Mexico.
"The Vvest Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amu-a-t of open air work. Healthiest locatioa of any Military .School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 1700 fppf ahnve
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten buildings,
furnished
thoroughly
heated, lighted and modern in all res; ;
pects.
REGENTS-- E
A. CAH00N President
W. G. HAMILTON, V President;
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON,
Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendent
"

-

r'.-A'-

i
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The kind that grows with your library

that
that wii! fit practically any space
can be rroved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the booksthat Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adaptsd to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing
inJiLrary .parlor, etc.
roller-bearin-

non-bindin- g,

New Mexican
Sole Agents, San

company
New Mexico.

fniiung

RIDE IN THE MOON

j

por-fee-

coun-vear-

30 H. P.

a

j

torneys

SNTA

s

j

$1,500
We repair andcare for all makes
GA.SOLIMS
AND SUPPLIES.

conn-Count- y

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NE

MEX

Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Harry Wolter.
between Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
Special automobiles furnished to acteered to play first base In case of In- Roswell, N. M., connecUng with the commodate any number of passengv l
juries to the regular man.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with an,
Baseball has sure a lane of many land Railroads and the
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Atchison,
turns. Being switched around had
& Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torwas
of
so
that he
thinking givar- rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comThomas, who looks frail and feeble, Wolter
a.
Leaves
at
8:30
m.,
Vaughn
waa
up the game. But Chase
charges cruer and Inhuman, treatment ing to see him as an outfielder. Wol- rive In Roswell at 3:30 p. m
municating with Manager of the Roson the part of Celestine, who is of a quick
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co, at Roswell, N. M., at
has said that there is no place in
ter
They ap- the country like New York to play rive In Vaughn at 6 p. m.
strong and robust build.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
peared In Judge Ludwig's court. ball and will be striving to hold down
Baggage alio wince f 50 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate four or
Thomas and Celestine embarked on the
position next season harder than each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point
their marital voyage 44 years ago and ever.
came to Milwaukee to live. They
The Yankee proved himself a good
were so poor at that time that they hitter, base runner and a game ball
were compelled to make their home in player. He is in there every day and
a stable, hut as time went on they ac- will not get out of the game until he
cumulated a little property, and later is counted out.
Thomas began to loan out money. But,
according to the complaint, quarrel?
YOU can send out of
arose as to the disposition of this property and Mrs. Berninger averts that
Town for them but
Thomas was in the habit of drinking.
She declares that she endured a
invariably
great deal to suffering and that only
c6st more as the exstrong religious scruples prevented
perience of several
her from suing for a divorce long ago
She asks that the complaint be
buyers proves.

gray-mat-

a

ently was tame but he had the "bad
habit of snapping without much
warning. When he does bite, he bites
severely. As a fighter he is generally superior to the bull dog. It is
questionable whether a badger, in
splendid fighting trim and heavy in
weight, can be licked by any bull dog
alive. He may be tired out but he is
alle to roll up and continue to hiss
and snap, which shows there is still
lots of life in him and the knock out
blow has not been given."
This One Hisses.
Dr. Sloan said today that the bad
ger he caught In a trap hisses like a
goose and can grunt like a hog, just
The ani
according to his temper.
mal can also growl in a fairly good
imitation of a dog. Last night the
badger, like the famous tar baby of
stories "ain't sayin'
Uncle Remus's
Beavers gathered around
nothing."
him and lit matches to peer Into the
cage, but the badger maintained a se FINDING MARKET FOR
vere silence. Not a groan, not a
PENITENTIARY BRICK.
grunt, nay, not even a hiss!
W. A. Bayer Tells Albuquerque
City
Council of Its Superiority
STRONG DRINK AND
to Bilulithic.
RICHES MEANT UNHAPPINESS
13
So
Milwaukee, Wis., March
deeply enamored of each other were
when married In 1866 that they
made light of the poverty which beset
them. But at this late day Thomas
Berninger, aged 72 years, wants a divorce from Celestine, aged 65 years.
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wasted because it will be
We note by the Santa Fe Now Mexa
so
is
still
different
B.
after the wediline. The
Fall
A.
ican that Judge
la"disconcerting factor." My think of numerous factions in both parties,
that? Albuquerque Morning Journal. boring to bolster up various decrepit
old hulks whose day Is done would
better concentrate their energies in
Cheer Up!
It Is pretty tough to have statehood selecting a set of new, clean and repwho will not
knocked out, but when the knocking resentative legislators,
have to be disinfected before others
it
is
Indian
Oklahoma
an
is done by
of the right sort will sit with them.
too tough to masticate Western
This is not a
mattsr: it
is a deal for a new New Mexico.
Raton Range.
There's No Hurry.
Noting the clipping from the New
Merely a Bluff.
Mexican to the effect that the new
Andrews cheers the peoDelegate
Janseats
their
will
take
officers
state
Mexico
with the assurance
New
of
ple
of
that
reminded
am
uary 1, 1913, I
a statehood bill
terse and beautiful epigram of Colonel that he will introduceextra session of
Bill Sterrett: "What in h l's the use the first day of the
to inform
of being in a hurry?" Why not take Congress but has neglected
that Sensame
connection
in
them
the
rushed?
be
not
and
so
or
more,
a year
ator Owen of Oklahoma, will also be
Roswell Register-Tribunon hand loaded for bear.Senator Owen
threatens an investigation of the New
Praise for General Brookes.
Mexico election which resulted in the
that
Mexico
New
for
fortunate
"It is
its militia is headed at this time by adoption of the state constitution, and
so able an officer as General Brookes. ha3 thereby aroused the ire of many
It is
His training in the regular army has New Mexico newspapers.
him to bring the guard to a bable, however that the threats of the
would Senator are only intended to counter-makhigh stat of efficiency and
'
it twsible for him to take to act some of the intemperate talk that
a
is being made in New Mexico. El
would
prove
Texas a force that
credit to New Mexico. Las Vegas Paso Times.
Optic.
County No. 5 Out of Eddy.
The Penasco Valley Press suggests
A Kindred Feeling.
The rest of the territory is begin-- ; a plan to make a county seat of Hope
l
a new county out of
ning to realize how the Artesia people by creating
over the unjust delay of four tions of Eddy, Chaves and Otero
with Hope located somewhere
in the creation of Artesia coun-;tienew county,
ty. You are getting just what you gave near the center of the
us so brace up and gulp it down, now, come to tmnK aoouc new
rights would be worth more ties and well located county seats fora
and you will, same, there could not possibly be
to us than statehood,
arrangement made than to
please remember that we had several better
in the last two legislatures, ate a new county out of that portion
Eddy which lies north of the 4th
whose actions were no more excus-jo- f
able than those of the penny senator. standard parallel south, and west of
the 4th guide meridian east. This
Pecos Valley News.
would leave Dayton exactly In the cenPolitics It is amusing ter of the new county, and a prettier
pol- building site for a court house could
to note the activity of
The not be found. Then a new county
itic all over the state-to-bcould be made of the plains, leaving
"marriage settlements" are being
at-- three decent sized counties out of old
skillfully fought over by numerous
Dayton Echo.
Eddy
and an awful lot of

"

Sox club. "LookB as though he would
be a good one to have In there. He
Is fast and looks to be a good hitter."
Wnltpr had hdpn nHchtntr n erent
deal that season, then he covered first
base for a while and followed that Job
up with one in the outfield. He proved
a big league player in the three positions. He pitched good ball, but was
greater with the hickory, which ac--I
complishment resulted In placing him
as a fielder. Hut a fickle manager
later put him on the bench.
it was not long before the Boston
club asked for waivers on him and
Hal Chase, who had watched the player for a long time in California and
understood him better, went to Frank
Farrell and told him that he could
get a corking good ball player for the
waiver price.
"I have reference to Harry Wolter,"
said Chase. "Go and grab him and
have him to understand that be will
be signed up as an outfielder. It will
give him a new lease of baseball life.
Wolter has been worried about being
shifted about and if he Is told that
he 1b going to play the outfield and
nothing else I think he will make a
good man for our club."
Farrell lost no time and got the
player for the waiver price. V,' her
reported at Athens last spring and the
first thing he did before putting on
his uniform was to call the manager
over and ask him what the club had
signed him to play. When told that
he was to be an outfielder and nothing else the player was happy. It was
not long before It was discovered that
he was the player who would succeed
Willie Keeler as the club's left fielder.
But some of the sharps didn't like him
and he fooled them by making good.
He was fast, could hit, despite rumors that he would not be a member
of the Yanakee team, he kept
Later he was rewarded with the job
he had sought and it was a good
piece of news news for Wolter. It
made a fine ball player of him. Wolter, grateful as he always is, volun- -

one-ce-
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For So Many Sickly Children
We hear of so many children who
are thin, delicate, ailing and tired all
the time, we are led to ask what is
the cause, and who Is to blame?
Don't blame the children they have
no strength. They play hard, work
hard, work hard at school, and rapid
gicwth takes all their strength.
It is the mothers ol all such chi
dien who are to blame, for if they only
reslized what our delicious cod liver
tnd iron tonic will do for their little
ones, they wouldn't sleep at nlglv: until they had started them on Vlnol.
Only a few days ago a case came to
our attention Mrs. W. H. Gtdnore of
Durand, Mich., had a little daughter
nine years of age. She was weak,
pale, ailing and nothing seemed to do
her any good. She gave her Vlnol and
she began to thrive at once and gain'
ed rapidly in weight! color ' and

at the New Mexi-thebrick manufactured
..
ff rUT)1TOnri!lrV WOO tho mlcainn r9 W7
7A. Bayer,Tm'VX;.'at the territorial i
prsion who spent yesterday in this
city. Mr. Bayer claims that a pave
ment of this brick proves more eco- nmical and betoter suited to the warm
climate than the biulithic material
used In El Paso and already Inspect
ed by members of the council,
"This is the same brock used by the
Santa Fe railroad company,", said Mr.
Bayer yesterday. "We have supplied
them with large orders and now have
a contract for 400,000 brick to be
used around the new station buildings
at Barsto, Cal. The penitentiary ships
this' brick west as far as Pasadena,
Cal., in competition with Los Angeles,
brick and has furnished the railroad
with most of the brick used at the
El Paso terminals and along the Belen
cut off. We have laid a stretch of
the brick pavement in front of the
Claire hotel and will pave the entire
street from Exchange Hotel to the
Denver and Rio Grande tracks. By the
use of convict labor we had been able
to put down the paving in Santa Fe
at $1.50 a yard. Albuquerque Jour.,
nal.
,

Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
Is too often the fatal equence. Foley's Honey, and Tar expels the cough,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
pneumonia. It is a prompt and reliable, cough medicine that contains
no narcotics.
It Is as safe for your
children as yourself.
Capital Phar
'
'
macy.
A

We positively know Vlnol will build
up your little ones and make them
healthy, strong and robust." Try &
bottle and if you are not satisfied we
will return your money. We maice
this offer to show you our confidence
and belief in Vlnol.
Capital Phar
macy.
;
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WHO IS TO BLAME

strength.

J W.

To present to the mayor and the

"
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Wol-ter?-

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery" helps the stomach to
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially adapted to diseases
attended with excessive tissue wa,tc, notably in convalescence from various
fevers, for
people ar.ti those who are always " catching cold."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31
book of 100S pages. Address Dr.
stamps for the French
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N.'Y.

Melon-cuttin-

IS LIVE ONE

"What's the matter with Henry
said the Boston fans two seasons ago when he was with the Red

cloth-houn- d

n

..,i6

W.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

SPECIMEN

fights ever since the Europeans, cen
turies ago, captured their species or
badger (Meles taxus) and made them
an object of sport, to fight dogs and
wager large sums on the result. t
But a great many people, especially
Easterners, have never seen the animal, a splendid specimen of which is
the rooms of the independent ur-eder of Beavers.
Tnig ga(jger was caught In a trap
early yesterday morning on the place
0f Dr J H Sloan, about a mile from
of the city and was brought
the
afternoon and
,esterday
States.
In fho Puavora Wnme.
The
6
Remember the name Doan's and
seem to be able to get along
Beavers
no
other.
take
very well with the ferociou3 animal
which is a cousin of the Bear family.
30
TIME TABLE ALL
The animal weighs probably
LOCAL TRAINS pounds, and is tawny brown in color.
It has white stripes on his face and
The following are the time tables black legs. It seems rather sullen,
but its little, sly eyes, are very observof the local railroads:
Leave
ing. Enromous, sharp teeth tell the
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west- visitor to be cautious in petting the
new visitor at the local dam.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
The badger was caught on the left
Santa Fe 12:10
Returning arrive
j hind
P- - m;
leg and was not seriously
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west- - jured.
bound.
"It is indeed rare to find badgers in
Returning arrive at Santa Fe. 6:30 these parts," said Dr. Sloan this morninsr
d. m.
"The badeer. as you know, Is
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and generally restricted to the western
9 westbound: No. 4 and 8 eastbound. plains. It is omnivorous,
depending
Returning arriv at Sama Fe 11:10 largely on fruits and root3, but minglp. m.
ine these with with mice, reptiles,
young birds and insects. Chickens It
D. & R. G. Ry.
ltits nlnne aa thev are too large. The
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
badger is nocturnal in its habits and
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
spends much of the day In a spacious
New Mexico Central Ry.
burrow which is excavated generally
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No. on the sunny side of a hill
34 east and 33 south and west
The animal was kept in a barrel
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections last night, with a heavy iron grating
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west over the top but soon he will be
placed in a cage and he will be put
diet prescribed by Dr.
A Special Medicine for Kidney
jon a generous
as
the
doctor,
himself
Sloan,
Aiim.to
, .
is a Beaver, and the Beavers are
nave
in
maaj eiuenjr yeouie
. iouna going to keep this animal as a cur
ev.!..,.
is not known whether or
,.T and permanent benefitt from kid- - osity. Itanlma,
wU1 be entered in a
n(the
auu uiuauer anmenw ana irom few
great care wlu
flghts - tf he
-uue be exercisea- to protect him from any
j
iu auvaums jearB.
lsaac . itegan, lnjul.y t0 hia beautiful fur coat
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
is Very Tough.
itemeay oirectea a complete cure in. But a badger is very tough. Said a
ana
case
I
want others to know of 'well' "known Santa Fean this after
my
it." Capital Pharmacy.
noon:
"I have seen many live bad
gers in Minnesota, though they are
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
getting rarer every day, for they have
(06904)
made themselves so 'obnoxious by
Department of the Interior,
their burrowing. Once I encountered
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. a
badger and thought I would give
him a fight. He stood right up, wait- February 8, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Pascual ing for the .fray and I fired a twenty- vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on two rifle at him the only weapon I
Aug. 4, 1905, made homestead entry had.
The badger made for his hole
No.
for NW
NE
and I picked up the bullet right near
S
NE
SE 4 NW
Section where he had stood when I fired. It
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. was impossible to penetrate his hide
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- with that kind of a bullet,
tion to make final five year proof, to
Can Be Tamed
establish claim to the land above de- - "The badger can be roused to great
scribed, before Register or Receiver, ferocity, but I have known the ani
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., mals to be tamed, when taken
quite
on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
young. We had two in our house and
Claimant names as witnesses:
One of
they ran around like cats.
Bentura Anaya, - Juan Vianueva, them would bite strangers, however,
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., if they teased him."
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
A well known federal official here
MANUEL R. OTERO,
takes a different view. "I had a pet
Register, badger once," he said, "and he appar- -

w

k

W0LTER

Former Boston Pitcher Wat Discour
aged Until Hal Chase Put Him
In Highlanders' Outfield.

!

The heart is wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rut.- of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, thit our bodies
will not stand the strain of
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothly without oil." Alter many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that when the stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called
over-wor-

.

HARRY

The Human Heart
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it will

Tex Rickard says the fight game Is
all In on the Pacific coast.
Chicago bowlers might have done
better at St. Louis but not much.
Jake Stahl is one of the few baseball players to quit the game while a

Records in all Languages

Detroit baseball officials are seeking
Herman Schaefer's services as a
scout.
Walter Johnson should quit his
record hunting and go after games,
says a critic.
All the major league teams look
good, according to reports. They always do preceding the big fireworks.
Abe Attell is losing money every
minute he Is laid up for repairs. Poor
Abe has only $300,000 or thereabouts.
Clark Griffith is about the only major league baseball manager who has
been playing the winter baseball racket In all its varied forms.
Tony Biddle, the fight game's "angel" in Philadelphia, says he Is serious in asking spectators to wear full
dress at the shows of his club.
Jack O'Brien doesn't care whether
Tony Biddle wants the . spectators In
full dress or in their sleeves. Jack Is
foxy and knows a good thing when he

"Claire" Building

The Santa Fe Trail
Curio Store

star.

sees it
Bat Nelson announces he will begin
all over. No one will oppose him in
this except about half a dozen husky
fighters like Moran and
Wolgast

PRICES
To Suite Every Purse

Seven Styles
Ranging From

CIS

ta

light-weig-

Fine New Line of
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for RosweTl,
daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
faro between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on autoRoswell $10.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS
A New Lot of Small

Extra Fancy

Gray Navajos here this Week. Be
Sure to see them before they all go.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW

PRINTING

MEXICAN

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Entered as Second Clas

COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Drily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.50
1.80
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in Nw Mexico.
circulatisn
every postoffice, in the Territory, and has a large" and
among the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.

WHAT'S OWING TO OWEN.

THE PHILIPPINE PUBLIC LANDS.!
The more the New Mexican studies
th testimony civen before Congress
and the findings o! the investigating
made in the
committee
Philippines land frauds, the more it
recognizes the similarity between the
charges of land frauds made against
Philippine officials and the charges;
several years ago against New
Mexico officials in regard to the dis-- ;
In the
posal of territorial lands.
shown
been
case
it
has
Philippine
and
League
the
that
the beet sugar trust were behiud the
charges, in New Mexico it was a few
'disgruntled politicians who were backIn
ing up a horde of special agents.

single-hande-

the closing hours of the last session

of Congress, Pliilipine officials were
after an ex-completely exonerated
Hnn iho final w- ii
ix.i
port of the investigating committee

1

j

Vi

se1

j

administration of
Isianas nas Deen

"We find that the
lands in Pnilippme
and
fairly and honestly conducted,
that the charges and insinuations to
the contrary which have been made
against the officials charged with the
execution of the law in relation thereto, whether officers of the Philippine
government or of the United States
are unwarranted and unjust. W. CamDean
eron Forbes, Governor-General- ;
C. Worcester, Secretary or
the Interior; Charles H. Sleeper, Director of
ExecLands; Frank W. Carpenter,
utive Secretary, are able and saruest
patriotic men, honestly performing
their duties more or less under trying circumstances."
There is most unfortunately in the
impression
public mind a general
that the Philippine Islands have a
This is far from
dense population.
the fact.
There are less than seven
million people in the Philippines compared to fifty odd million in Japan, on
There are
practically equal areas.
only seven million acres of land under cultivation. There are over
acres of public lands, which
There
are practically uninhabitated.
are 400,000 acres of Friar lands which
were purchased from the religious orders, so that they might be turned
over to the tenants thereon on equal
terms but of these Friar lands a
number of large estates, nearly
of the total area, lie in more
southern islands and are not inhabi-tated- .

j

one-hal- f

There are marvelously fertile valleys in the Southern islands fifty
miles wide and 150 miles long which
average less than a sou to 10 square
miles, and which will not be populated
for centuries under present cindit-lons- .
If we are to develop the Philippine
Islands for the benefit of the Philippine we must have the aid of brains,
sinews and money of the American
people long range Academic dissertations in American homes are not civilModern inizing the Philippine
dustrial and agricultural methods as
taught him by actual contact will do
more for him in generations than a
millenium of fine spun theories uttered ten thousand miles away from
hi3 domicile.
AN OBJECT LESSON.
Why are the commercial bodies of
Santa Fe so anemic?
Why are their
meetings so poorly attended ami why
do so few business men and property
owners take any real interest in
them? It is a problem that does not
only confront Santa Fe hut also other
At Denver, the Chamber of
cities.
Commerce believes that it has found
an answer and intends to organize a
But this is hardwoman's auxiliary.
ly the solution.
The New Mexican believes, that
Santa Fe's Board of Trade and its
Club might learn by
Commercial
studying the methodB which have
made the Woman's Board of Trade so
influential and so permanent a body;
which has enabled it to accomplish so
much.
There is, for instance, the matter
When the men orof organi-atio- n.
ganize a board of trade they charge
collected
dues which are generally
only from those who attend the meet"
The Woman's Board of Trade
ings.
charges no dues, but collects fines
As a
from those who do not attend.
consequence, its meetings are many,
are well attended and there is no pestering of members to pay up back dues.
Board of Trade when it
The Woro-n- 's
oman to Join, elects her to
desire?
me'
ship, makes her feel that an
honor has been conferred and a privilege extended that any woman should
The Woman's
be proud to accept
Board of Trade undertakes the work
It does not
that is near at hand.
chase after visionary army posts or industries which only exist in promoters' minds. And when it has undertaken work there is no relaxation of
effort, there is constant and systematic hammering away until the objecf
li obtained. Does not all this teach
lesson that should be
,

Senator Owen, the Indian
Senator from Oklahoma, who kept
New Mexico out of the Union for
another eighteen months, is hearing
from the press, Democratic as well as
Republican, he is evidently maintaining a little press bureau of his own,
and is posing as a hero in a syndicate
article that is making the rounds of
e
the "patent " inside papers of the
tion wWch is featured with appai.et
approval in several New Mexico pa
pers and which among other compliments says:
"Charging that Arizona was being
discriminated against because her
constitution provided for the reform
to which Senator Bailey objects. Send
ator Owen,
and against
the concerted efforts of the most powerful leaders in Washington, includ-- !
ing even President Taft, fought the
Senate to a standstill and with the
hands of the clock facing the noon
n
.te of
?m
ply bills trembling in the balance he
brought that most deliberate body
in the worfd tQ
"During Senator Owen's speech he
was beset by the most distinguished
members of that body to desist and
give way to other business. The Vice
President left his chair and pleaded
with the Oklahoman.
Owen smiled,
but his ears were deaf to the plead
ing. A message came from the PresvVhile

-
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ident himself, offering that if Owen
came to the President a sincere effort
would be made to reach an agreement
on the Arizona matter. Owen shook
his head with emphasis.
He refused
to compromise.
There was never so
dramatic a filibuster seen upon the
floor of the Senate, nor a filibuster at
which was leveled such a wealth of
personal and political influence, and
all in vain."
The Socorro
Chieftain, however,
about expresses the views of the press
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
even in the Senator's own state, Oklahoma, when its says:
"Owen of Oklahoma has the unique
distinction of being the
politician who by a single act defeated the will of three hundred thousand
people of New Mexico, the will of the
entire House of Representatives, the
will of a majority of the Senate and
the will of the President of the United
If Owen had done all this
States.
by any method not offensive to every
sense of even political decency and
fair play, he might be entitled to the
gratification that sometimes comes
from the accomplishing of a vile pur
The method by which
pose skillfully.
he compassed the temporary defeat of
statehood for New Mexico was so
superlatively brazen and brutal, how
ever, that the only satisfaction even
he can possibly derive from his act
must lie in the cowardly thought that
it is not punishable by the gibbet
Let us hope that Owen and Oklahoma
may yet acquire some of the virtues
taught In the lodges of his ancestors
before it is everlastingly too late."
d

FREE AND EASY JOURNALISM
The "rep" of the El Paso press for

"truthfulness" extends beyond the
borders of New Mexico.
Says the
New York Herald, for instance, and
the Literary Digest repeats it with a
chuckle, in speaking of the revolutionary prowess in Mexico:
"The mere revolutionary sentiment
elsewhere in Mexico is enough to
cause little worry in Mexico City at
this time.
Given four months in
which to incubate, it has developed
virtually nothing of fighting strength
Outside of Chihuahua
nothing has
been accomplished by the insurgent
forces outside of the columns of the
El Paso press.......
"One federal soldier wounded will
count as a score dead in the insur
gents' accounts, and the tally takes
no count of the living.
The El Paso
papers, most solidly given over to the
insurgent cause, killed and wounded
600 of the 550 men that Navarro took
into Mai Paso with him.' That he
had only 550 men counted as nothing
to the El Paso correspondents, who
insisted that the dead and wounded
That he was
numbered fully 600.
able to vanquish the insurgents after
losing fifty men more than he had,
never has been given the credit It deserved."

The recent Chicago mayoralty primaries cost 750,000 of which the candidates put up a quarter million dollars.
This Is being used as a convincing argument against direct prim-atiefor such expenditure prevents
a poor man, or eyen a man of moderate means, from running for office.
But why should any primary cause
such heavy expenditure?
Why not a
stringent law forbidding absolutely
any expenditure whatsoever in a prim
ary or in any other campaign. Is
it necessary to pay primary officials
when men can be secured nt any
time to go long distances at their own
expense to attend a political convent-tlon- ?
There are strong arguments
that can be urged against the direct
primary system but the heavy' expense Is not one of theni.
.

LOCATE THE SEMINARY HERE.
There is nothing visionary or uncertain about the proposition to establish a seminary for young ladies
in the Southwest, under Protestant
It will be a reality within
auspices.
a year or two and possibly sooner. The
proposition has matured to the point
El
where the site is to be selected.
Paso, Roswell, Albuquerque, Tucson,
will bid for it but Santa Fe is the
most logical point for its location. The
question is no longer: "13 this the
time for the founding of such an institution, or is it advisable to create
a seminary for young ladies in the
Southwest but where will the seminary be located?" Santa Fe can have it
but Santa Fe must be united in its
demand for the institution and must
be willing to do as much, if not more,
as each of its rivals to secure its location.
It is not creating an institution of learning in competition with
any other school, for th school has
been practicaay created and meets a
definite demand.
Santa Fe has each
season a score of its girls away at
seminaries at Denver of in the Ea3ti;
it has a score more who would attend
such a seminary if it were located
here. Albuquerque, Roswell, all the
larger towns and small villages would
It
send pupils to such a seminary.
would also have pupils from the East
Not that it
and the Middle West.
would accept consumptive pupils but
it would attract many girls who need
the outdoor life and the climate of
Santa Fe to enable them to become
Started in the
Tobust young women.
right way, and supported loyally, rot
necessarily magnificently, but sub
stantially, it would become a larger
and greater educational institution
than any other in the Southwest today.
Aside from the educational value,
siicn an institution, would mean as
much to Santa Fe s a large mill or
Each hundred pupils would
factory.
mean the expenditure of at least
annually; it would attract more
pupils to the excellent schools already established; it would mean the
visit annually of the
parents
of each pupil, among whom, no doubt,
would be found men and women who
would learn to like the climatic.
scenic and othr attractions to such
an extent that they would build sum
mer homes here, or would come to
reside permanently, perhaps, make in
vestments.
They would spread the
fame of the city far and wide and
this in its train would bring visitors
and other residents. This is develop
ment along natural lines, would mean
steady growth, and is far more practi
cal than chasing after the many other
but impracticable propoplausible
sitions that the town has fostered
from time to time and in which it has
sunk large amounts of money but
which have brought no permanent returns. Let the Board of Trade and
Commercial Club get busy on this proposition.

NEV, MEXICAN, SANTA

FE, N.

M.

New Mexico editors are not keeping track of the Bible as they ought
two
judging from the fact, that
MONEY AND METALS.
of the New Mexican's daily exchanges, i
New York Lead dull, $4.404.50;
within the past few days, have referred to Ananias and "Sapharia," in standard copper weak, spot and May
League $11.8511.95; silver, 53
speaking of the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
testimony against New Mexico before
8
90
Chicago Wheat May
the Committee on Territories.
July 88
Cron May 49
The summer tourist business thi3
July 50l-4- .
Oats May 30
year is to be greater than it has been
July 30
Pork May 17.42
in a decade, declare railroad passenJuly 16.50.
Lard-I- ay
9.12
ger agents. What is Santa Fe do'.ns
July 9.05.
Ribs May 9.47
to attract its share of this travel that
July 9.05.
At
WOOL MARKET.
will pass Lamy and Torrance?
St. Louis Wool unchanged.
Terripresent there is not even a booklet
available to slip into an envelope or tory and western mediums 1922;
to give to 'a visitor who wants to fine mediums 1618; fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
know something about Santa Fe.
Kansas City, March 13. Cattle Re
ceipts 11,000 including 1,200.
South
CHILD LABOR LEGISLATION.
erns. Market steady to ten lower.
Native steers $4.506.85;
southern
(Continued on Page Eight.)
steers $5.256; southern cows
and
children under 14 years from manu- heifers $3.255.25; native cows and
facturing and commercial industries, heifers $3.25 6.25; stockers and feed
for limiting the labor of those under ers $4.505.80; bulls $45.25; calves
and prohibit- $4.503.25; western steers $5.256.25,
16 to an
western cows $3.255.25.
ing their work at night, for excluding
Hogs
Receipts 11,000. Market
all children from certain occupations
ten to twenty lower.
Bulk $6.80
known to be dangerous to health or
90; heavy, $6.85 6.90; packers and
morals, and especially referred to the butchers
$6.851D6.95.
investigation recently conducted by
Sheep
Market
Receipts 12,000.
extent
the
to
the committee determine
lambs $5.40
are ex- steady.fed Muttons $45;
to which night messengers
6.25;
wethers and yearlings $4.25
posed to immoral influences. The re5.75; fed western $45.75.
he
said,
sults of tms investigation,
13. Cattle Re
March
Chicago,
have been a law in New York forbid- ceipts 25,000.
Market steady to ten
unding employment of messengers
lower.
Beeves
$5.15(5)6.85:
Texas
der 21 years after ten o'clock at night steers $4.355.65;
western steers
and laws in Ohio, Oregon and other $4.705.75; stockers and feeders $4
states fixing the age limit at 18 years. 5; cows and heifers $2.605.90;
limit are calves $6.75S.73.
He said bills for a
now pending in Rhode Island, New
Hogs
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania fifteen to twenty lower. Light $6.85
and other states. In Providence, R. I., 7.15; mixed $6.707; heavy $6.55(5)
last week, he said, the committee 6.95; rough $6.556.70; good to choice
agent broke up a notorious cocaine heavy $6.706.95; pigs $6.507.10;

MARKETKEPORT

well-to-d-

0

$150,000
Capital Stock
Undivided
and
Profit
80.000
Surplus
Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
, Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as la
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
'Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.

THE

PALACE HOTEL
ft

W'LLIAM VAUGHN
pROP,
s- -

of the Best Hotels

One

offenders

prison.

Cuisine and '
Table Service
Unes c e f d
1

the West

in

IS rttJITK WITH PRIVATE BATH

RCCLJS

$3.-1- 5

o

1

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

i

y

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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14--
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j
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chial schools of the Catholic church
in the United States at present "YOUNG PEOPLE 'S SOCIAL
CLUB" IS ITS NAME.
and the hierarchy of that church is at
this very time impressing it upon
parishioners to send their children to Eleven Boys and Eleven Girls Will
Form NeW Organization Which
the parochial schools wherever such
Promises to Be Success.
are available.
Another million children are attending parochial schools of
The "Young People's Social Club"
Protestant denominations or private
It is to be the name of the organization
schools of one sort or another.
has been found that education without which has been started by 22 of Santa
moral and religious
training lacks Fe's young society people. The place
Many for the first meeting has not yet been
steadying influence, is
expedients have been adopted to sup- announced but it will be as soon as
ply that sort of training for pupils the formal organization Is effected.
This club will be the first of its kind
of the public schools, but none have
proved satisfactory. Sunday schools, ever attempted among the young set
in- of Santa Fe and it promises to be a
young people's
societies, home
Twenty-twpersons
struction, all seek to supply the want great success.
of religious and moral
instruction, will be the maximum membership albut are only partially successful. The lowed, eleven girls and eleven boys.
plan advocated in some places that The plan is that the girls shall enterreligious training be part of the pub tain at least once a month tor the
lie school work and that the clergy boys and that the boys shall entertain
of each town be asked to give such in- at least once every two months for the
struction to the pupils belonging to girls. The latter arrangement is made
or preferring their denominations, has because the boys are to have charge
not become a practical success as yet. of the picnics, dances, etc., which will
It is no wonder, that the parents who make up for the two parties given by
believe that their children should be the girls.
devout, should have faith in their
Following are the members who
church, prefer to send their children have signed already:
to parochial schools, and that the par
Misses Miriam Cartwright, Madeochial school idea is finding more line Mills, Pauline Kinsell, Blanche
and more adherents among thoughtful Roberts, Hazel Sparks, Claribel Fischeducators.
er, Consuelo Bergere, Dorothy Safford,
Dorothy Hay ward, Helen Winter; WalThe following from the Spanisu lace Fiske, John Windsor, Dillman
American published at Roy merely re- Kinsell, Elmer Friday, Edward
Morton
Ralph
Seligman,
flects conditions as they may be nnaci
at this time all over eastern New Mex-ko- : Sparks, Eugene Harvey and John Robone-side-

RECENTLY OPENED

IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

j

Desert Land 'Entry, Declaration

Thirty seven rooms, uewly and neatly f urmshtd,
well lighted and ventilated,Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE

j

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

TABLE SERVICE GOOD

AND

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI.D BATHS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES 600 t
6.LUPE H ERR ERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per da;

2

124126

ut.

t

Two Blocks From Depo
One Block West of Capito'

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

V

88

TELEPHONE

Affidavit of Contest Against
En try man,
sheet
Notice of Intention to make final
2
sheet
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet
320 Homestead Entry,
11

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

2

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

2

ATTRACTIVE DINING
Service.

ROOM-Go- od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

sheet

Ap-

sheet.
Relinquishment,
Township Plata, 4 sheet
Township Plats, full sheet
Poll Book, for Town Election,

RATES

Proprietor.

CUISINE

of Witness.

Small Holding Proof, Affldavlt of
plicant, full sheet

-

ONE OF THE SEST I I.DRT. ORDER

of

sheet

ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

C0R0N ADO HOTEL

2
Final Proof.
sheet.
Contest Notice.
sheet
It 1
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

-

,

sheet

fuli

Applicant,
Deposition
sheet.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

ONTEZUp HOTELS

li

ear-ag- e

paigns

Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

2

o

j
j

pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 50 In
Book, 25c

Commitment 4 sheet.
Attachment Affidavit, 4 shet ..
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.

,

SOFT DRINKS

Execution,
Summons,

4

sheet

4

sheet.

tertttoj

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

mi,

COCO

COLA,

x ::

::

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All
f

drinks niadefrom
filtered water

SANTA FE BOTTLING

BENRY

WORKS

h

,

,

KBICIt,

Proprietor.

'

Certificate ot Brand,

sheet.
sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blank
sheet
Appeal Bond.
; Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
sheet
Appearance Bond,
Stock Blanks.
erts.
Bill of Sale Animals searing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
WEDNESDAY WILL BE
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
ROOSEVELT DAY, 40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Governor Mills and Staff, Rough Rid- Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
ers and Boy Scouts Will RepreBill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
sent Santa Fe in Duke City.
sheet
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
Wednesday will be "Roosevelt Day"
authority to Gather, Drive and
in Albuquerque and Santa Fe will be Handle Animals
Bearing Owner's ReDuke
well represented when the
City corded Brand,
shest
honors the former president.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Governor,. Mills will leave Wednes- Handle Animals Not Bearing
day morning on the flyer to take part
..
Brand, '7 2 sheet
,
in the Roosefelt entertainment. With
2
Affidavit,
him will gq his staff officers Adjusheet
tant General Brookes, Col. E. C. AbDeed of Trust, full sheet
bott, Col. Jose D. Sena of this city,
Release ot Deed of Trust 2 sheet
and Col. Venceslao Jaramlllo of El
Laws ot N. M.. 1897. $9.50.
Compiled
of
staff
will
the
Rito. Other officers
meet the governor in the Duke City. Postage 45c.
Notary Record, J1.25 each.
The Boy iScouts win also send a
.
Notary Seals:
delegation and they will be quartered
Aluminum
$2.75.
delirere
Pocket,
in
friends
scouts'
among the
Albuquer
besk, $3.25, delivered aaarvst
que. A meeting will be held at 4:30
o'clock this afternoon to decide who press office.
'
Additional and Amended ' Location
!: "
shall go.
1
inset
Rough Riders who have won fame Certificate,
ot Publisher,
sheet
Agreement
Cuba
will
also
in
leave
with Roosevelt
Proof ot Labor, 4 sheet.
Among them
Wednesday morning.
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
will be Major Fred Muller, a personal
friend of Colonel Roosevelt. Probate Title Bond and Lease of , Mining
2
sheet
Clerk George ;W. Armijo whose son Property,
? '
'
Letters ot Guardianship, 2 sheet
Theodora Roosevelt Armijo, is a god
Guardian's Bond and Oath, 1- sheet
will leave toson of the
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
night for El Paso to meet Roosevelt
Administrator's Bond and Oatk, 2
there and accompany him to Albusheet
,!
querque.

Shep Contract

cool and

GINGER ALE, WIL9 CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IfiON BREW

1--

4

moA have
vour orders delivered.

Tie MlflTiag are suffered to tbe thirsty as sometbhf

1--

y

Telephone Red 35

:

4

2

.

2

FEmAL

Cart-wrigh- t,

"Homesteaders who have been work
ing at the mines and sawmills during
the winter are herding back to their
claims in droves now.
Daily many
covered wagons pass through town,
headed for the claims and every train
You
brings back some absent ones.
can t keep such men down, and this
country will come up with them in
the next few years."

BA1

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870. '

eight-hour-da-

two

CasWer.

OF SANTA FE.

7--

landing

F. McKANE, Assistaal

THE FIRST NATIONAL

x

8

gange,

B. READ, Cashier,

j.

L, A. HUOHES,

.

Anti-Saloo- n

J. PALEN, Prkifctrt,

R.

in bulk $6.857.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 20,000.
In summarizing the legislative gains steady. Native $34.30; western
4.90; yearlings $4.755.80; lambs
made during the past seven years, the
native $56.40; western $5.256.40.
speaker said "in seven years five
states have passed their first child la
'
has been
bor law; the
BLANKS
established in eleven states; night
ilPrinted and foi sale by New Mexi
work under 16 years has been made
legal in 17 states, including Alabama, can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.I
MisMex.
Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Butchers' Bont,
sissippi and a number of western
i3et.
limit as the
Sheriffs' Mr.p' "
states; the
Report ol
been
censes.
minimum for employment has
sh
New Mexico
e Court Reports,
enacted in 15 states; the Southern
states in this list being Arkansas, Ten Not,. 1 and 2 u.
aer, $6.50 a roti
3 to 12 inclusive. $3.30 each;
nessee and Texas, departments of
Monei Digest of New Mexico Re-- ;
factory inspection have been estab
lished in 14 states, and improved meth ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
ods of administrering the law with re
Retail Liquor License. 50 ir Book.:
gard to education or age certificates $3.00.
(Jeneral License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
have been secured in 18 states.
"During the legislative season 1910 Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage1
child labor laws were improved in 25c each.
Notification ol Change la Assess-- ;
every state holding a session with
the exception of Mississippi, where no ment by Assessor, 100 In Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice ot Assessment,
effort was made, and South Carolina,
where we were defeated. Since Janu 100 In Book. 75c
ary, 1911 slight improvements have County Superintendent's Warrant
DRIFTING AWAY FROM THE
been secured in North and Soutn Caro- 60 in Book. 35c.
CHURCH.
lina and Vermont; Oregon has re- .Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, S
There is an important and signifi- stricted the night messenger service;
cant trend away from the public West Virginia has passed its first pages, 60c.
ol
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
About a million and a half creditable child labor law; while camschools.
full
sheet.
20
states."
on
in
other
are
are
in
at
children
attendance
paro$50,-00-
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AIM

For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tveaday
Return Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at OirK. Barber Shop
"
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent:
Phone No 23 Red
If you want enythlng on
New Mexican Want Ad.

earthtry

Open Day and Might

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS.GANN, Prop.
Two

loor

below F. Andrews Store

REGU1AR MEALS 25c

short orders at all hours
board by the week

$5 00:

French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New York Chop Suey f Co.

.

2

Only one paper in New Mexico has
dared to defend Senator Owen. The
Otero County Advertiser winds up an
editorial on Senator Bailey with:
"Hurrah for Owen!" However, rattlesnakes in New Mexico are disappearing before the advance of civilization.

It has leaked out that the Arizona
statehood delegation, while at WashDelegate to
ington, totally ignored
Congress Cameron, simply because he
No wonder that
is a Republican.
Arizona has fewer friends at Washington, D. C, than it has had for many
years.

Owner'-Recorde-

Non-Miner-

1--

--

,

1--

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

bave Money

FereigH Money Orders

4

V

1--

1--2

Senator. Owen of Oklahoma reiterates that New Mexico must stay out
Senatorial
until Arizona comes in.
courtesy and Uncle Sam's antiquated
parliamentary system make it pretty
certain that New. Mexico has a long
wait before It

aad lacMveoieoce by Parcbasinf
WeSs Far; o Domestic J&oaey Orders, Tracers' Money Orders,

liiiLufhout

Ui SM Csflsdn, Mexico

iHSJSs1i

1--

-i

1--
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELBOgAPH

J.D. BARNES, Agent

' THE

MONDADY, MARCH 13, 1911.

.UNITED STATES BANK

CO.

S TRUST

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
V

B. IAUGHLIN,

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
'
Asst. Cashier

president

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Surety Bond

Real Estate

INSURANCE
FURNISHED AND
MODERN RESIDENCES
BUILDINGS,

rCr Pa
neni

UN-FU-

CV

R

N18HEU,

AND STORE

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-EVPEBTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-rO- r
OHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

v.

Clv
oalC
O

COMPANY

&,
BISHOP,

A

(C.

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets. .

executes bonds of suretyship

COMPANY

and

J0SEjHB; nAY WARD, Manager,
Santo FeWsfract, Realty

nr

"SCOUTS"
Now on Sale!
Now's your chance to get the.
".Boy facout" Shoe, Doys
that world famous shoe
about which you have read .
80 much in the magazines.
It's making just as big a hit
in this town as it has made in
the big cities. Boys are "wild"
about them say they never
saw anything like them for

CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
'

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter

Black Satin Messaline

Toughest, lightest, most
sensible everyday shoe
made, uppers are
toft as grloves. Sole!
wear two to three
times as long as ordinary soles. Nolin
tags. Coolest and
most healthful boy's
ever
shoe
Invented.

.

FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM

COLORJi

I

T. W. ROBERT S
O.K. BARBER SHOP

Tell your pa that Boy Soonts" ontwear
two to three pairs of ordinary shoes. Bring
him with yon tell him we have his size,
too. i

Fe, N M

Good-Luc- k

W. H. KERR,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewilibegladijocallfor your
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and t'ridays
All work is guaranteed; yo- -r
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, .without,
' f
extra charge.
f HOXE MOD 122

r HON

RED

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

"','shwtWiitij

m.
--

oh,
Tan and

Little Boys',
size 3 J4, 12.
Boys',
2.S0.
size
Bis Boys' and Men's,
S3.
size

.

Charm FREE

Every pair of genuine " Boy Scout "
Shoes has a "Swastika" Good-Luc- k
Charm attached. It's made of a specially
prepared metal that looks like gold and It
always stayj bright. It's bigger than the
nlcture in the corner and mnki a ri.nriv
prize lur wuuukb ui uuxerenc Kinds
games.
Better buy your"Boy
Bcouts" now it you
don't want to watt until we send for more.
'cause they're going
(Its)
awfully fast.

J.' Pflueger.

try

-

-

$8.00'

instead of $10.00

Fal-ac-

- .90c up
Heatherbloom Skirts
New Line colored wash skirts
embroidered flounces
$1.65
Colored wash skirts tucked
flounces
$1.25

i

White skirts

85c to $3.25

rearing

HEADQUARTERS FOR QUALUTY GOODS
AT RIGHT PRICES.

a

cLoSLV.N.Townsend&Co.PRICTEV

TO OPEN SPRING SEASON

WE WILL

HAVE

Commencing

A

SPECIAL
Ladies Muslin Underwear
Embroideries and Laces all 1911
New Patterns and Designes
Everything Reduced to Bottom
Prices.

Of

BUTT BROS CO.

--

Saturday

SALE

LADIES ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED TO CALL.

ADOLF

"

Next

NO

TROUBLE

TO SHOW

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

GOODS

CO

THE PRIC-

i

I

FIRST

The

an easy shave
Whenever you wantever
stave,
As good as barbers
me at my salon
Just call on
morn or eve or busy noon
dress the hair with grace
fll eurl and contour
of your face.
I'll suit the
keen.
My razor sharp and scissors
.owelsare clean
and
neat
shoots
My
I
,
think
you'll find
And everything and
please the mind. .
To suit the taste

$5.50

Instead of $7.00

THE

baseball, running, jumping
ana ail outaoor sports.

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

-

QUALITY

"Boy Scout" Shoe

Tailor.

247 San Francisco StSanta

.

World Famous

have a fine assortment of
Samples for LADIES SUITS
COATS JACKETS or SKIRTS,
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
are moderate.

'

Insurance Agency,

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N.

I

SYLES.

&

TaffetaSilk Skirts the kind

that wear

I

Ladies Attention

101

All

PURCHASE

execuieu wunoui ueiay.;

AND

Instead of $5.00.

A

We are in position to give applications, from any locality
in the Territory immeuiate attention. Notary's Bonds

address!

Poplin top Skirts with Taffeta
- $4.00
flounces

RREGISTE

REAL ESTATE.

BONDS.

::

::

::

Appearance Of Any Gown.

least money"

residences.

For rates

At Prices That Will Convince Any Lady She
Can Afford a Skirt That Will Enhance The

Best Drugs for the

of
loss
It guarantees against
practically every kind and description.
mercantile houses or private
either
banks,
or
theft,
by burglary
SURETY

We are so positive our remedy will
When the Stone Tracy case came
relieve constipation, no mat
compietly
up for argument before the Supreme ter how chronic it may be, that we ofCourt in March, 1910, fourteen other fer to furnish it free of all cost if it
cases likewfse raising the validity of
fails.
the law and decisions likewise susConstipation Is caused by weakness
taining the constitutionality of the
muscles of the large
tax, had reached the court. They were of the nerves and
advanced and heard with the original Intestines or descending colon. To ex
tone
case.
Because, presumably of va- pect a cure you must therefore
and strengthen those organs and
Washington sightseers registered at cancies on the bench, the case was re- up
stored to the docket for argument. restore them to healthier activity.
the Montezuma hotel.
We want you to try Rexall Orderlies
occurred In Janu- This
Miss John Peckham and Miss Ellen;
on our guarantee. They are eaten
E. Smith of Newport, R. I., were vis- ary, 1911.
.
The constitutionality of the tax was like candy, an are particularly ideal
itors here yesterday.
Game and Fish Warden Gable has attacked from all the points rrom for children. They act directly on the
gone to the northern part of the ter- which any tax possible ot enactment nerves and muscles ot the noweis.
ritory on business.
by Congress couirx ae attacked. Prom- They have a neutral action on the
T. H. Morgan, representing Scrib-ner'- s inent among the objections to the law other organs or glands. They do not
Magazine, was in the city this was the argument that the tax was a purge or cause any inconvenience
morning on his way to Denver.
direct tax, not apportioned, according whatever. They will positively over
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Kinkead and son to the constitution. Some dubbed the come chronic or habitual constipatin
of Los Angeles, were sightssers heretax a
corporation Income tax" and and the myriads of associate or de
Saturday, xney registered at the
invalid for the same reason that the pendent chronic ailments. Try Rexall
Income Tax was dec!;;ml unconstitu- Orderlies at our risk. Two sizes, 10c
Mrs. L. R. Wright, Mrs. George Z.
Othc.s claimed that and 2")C. Sold
at our store The
tional in 1895.
Ervien and H. F. Dart are sightseers U was a tax on state franchise and Rexall Store. only Fischer
The
Drug Co.
from Portales, N. J., registered at the
hence was an uneom; 'nitional inter- Montezuma.
ference with the sovf isrnty ot the lared John McNeil, member of the
R. p,
Land Commissioner
"i oujectionx wholesale grocery firm of McNeil &
owes,
iimiw
left vesterdav for his former hnme
on tne arpunent that as
Clayton, Union county on urgent per-- was Da&ea
rgiiis, Chicago, while in this city
an excise tax, it was not uniform, but
sonal business.
today.
"Everything in the grocery
Angus McGilvray, who has been the contained unconstitutional classificais
ine
up in packages and sealsd,.
put
of
,
the
The
features
tions.
publicity
parents-in-lawof
his
General
guest
and Mrs. Charles F. Easley, has re- returns were attacked as taking pri- now, said Mr. McNeil, "anil ot course
vate property without compensation.
he public has to pay a little more for
turned to Estancia.
Colonel, and Mrs. Venceslao Jara-mill- To all of these objections, the De- his sanitation. This sanitary meth
were here Saturday from El partment of Justice, through the late od adds to the cost, but the public is
Rito, Rio Arriba county They stop-- ! Solicitor General,- Lloyd W. Bowers, laying for less dirt than in the ol.d
' at the first
ped at the Palace.
hearing, and through his days when everything was sold out of
W. A. Bayer, chief clerk at the ter--! successor, Frederick W. Lehmann, barrels and boxes."
ritorial penitentiary, was a business at. the second hearing, made answer.
visitor at Albuquerque on Saturday,
After the argument of the fifteen
He returned yesterday.
ca3es, the- court took up three other
Former Assistant U. S. Attorney E. cases involving the tax. In these the
It. Medler, after a visit to California, principal controversy was over the inwill remove with his family from Al- terpretation of the law. The leading
buquerque to Las Cruces.
point was whether the tax was to
J. G. McCullough, a director of the be imposed on "Boston trusts," organSanta Fe Railway, accompanied by ized to hold real estate, but not inmembers of his family and
The Boston concerns
corporated.
Stevens of New York, will pass contended that the tax should be asLamy on Saturday on the way to the sessed only on concerns
organized
Grand Canyon and California.
under the statutes of the United
"Surveyor Kirkpatrick of Santa Fe, States, states or territories.
Th
and his corps of men started out government argued that business conMonday to check up the work of cerns organized under the common
Charles Devendorf who .surveyed the
laws were Included within those
strip on the west side of the state meant to be taxed.
line and between Texico and Rock
Island last fall. The Mabry's went
INTERMENT WILL BE
And become a costumer of a
with Mr. Kirkpatrick." Texico Trum-IN GUTHRIE, OKLA.
pet.
fast growing and dependable
"Miss Agatha Hauber, of Kansas Colonel Harper S. Cunningham's Body
MaWill Be Accompanied by
Drug Store.
City, Kas., who has been the guest
From
Fe.
sons
Santa
of Miss Bertha Hase, of 515 New York
ANY ORDER, no matter how
Word has been received here that it
avenue, for several weeks, left yestersmall, promptly delivered
day for Santa Fe, where she will visit has been decided to bury Colonel Har
relatives. Miss Hauber formerly per S. Cunningham, who died in Long
with many thanks.
lived in Lawrence, Kas., and is ac Beach, Calif., in Guthrie, Okla . on
will
pass
quainted with a number of former Thursday. The body
"Sweet Lips".
Lawrence people now residing in Al through Lamy en route from Cali
"Ask .bout it"
fornia, tomorrow, morning and will be
buquerque."
Albuquerque Journal.
"Will do you food."
William M. Wood, president of the accompanied by the colonel's son, Har- well
American Woolen Company of Bos- per J. Cunningham and several
ton, and his party consisting of his known Masons, including R. H. Hanna
brother, Otis P. Wood and his daught- and J. W. Mayes.
er, Miss Rosalind Wood and Miss
Colnel Cunningham was one of the
"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
Ruggles, Miss Dorothy Davis, George most prominent Masons In the land
Simpson and R. G. Munroe, left Satur- - and arrangements are being made to
Phone Red 161.
West Side Plaza.
day afternoon for Albuquerque in Mr. have him buried with due solemnity.
Wood's private car, Superb. They left The colonel was a state senator as
Albuquerque last night for the Grand well as attorney general o cHanoma
Canon. Miss Ruggles'
home is in sfate, and many; prominent officials of
ENorwich, Conn., and her father was that state will attend the funeral.
formerly U. S. minister to Spain.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Nelson, of BIG IRRIGATION ENTERPRISE
DOES NOT ALWAYS
Chicago, Ills., who have been the
FOR FORT SUMNER.
DISIONATE A BARGAIN!
guests of Mr. and Mrs. SC. McCrim-moWe are reliably Informed that the
for the past few days left last ev- different water right applicants have
Mr. Nelson consolidated their forces and that the
ening for their home.
i
holds a responsible position in the of- canal and reservoir scheme known as
fices of the Santa Fe in Chicago. Mrs. the Alamo project will be put on a
Nelson is a Santa Fe girl and will be working basis immediately. The terSHOULD BE
remembered by her friends as Miss ritorial engineer and the Cary act
CONSIDERANellie Drury, daughter of M. C. Drury, land board will be here within the
for a long time a conductor on the next two weeks to put their final apTHE GROTION
OF
Lamy branch, but now of La Junta, proval on the project, and then the
EAT.
YOU
Colo., wheTe he is in the merchandise enterprise will be put through to a
finish
as
as
an
rapidly
undertaking
business
Mrs.
and of that magnitude can be handled. The
Roosevelt
Theodore
daughter Ethel passed Albuquerque building of the Alamo reservoirs and
yesterday on their way to Silver City ditch means much for Fort Sumner
Groceries are expensive at
where they will spend today and to- and this part of the valley. It means;
morrow as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. ior me town, mat ix win De locaieu in
any price, We
Robert H. Munro Ferguson at the the center of one of the largest and
every article we sell to give
terribest
irrigation projects in the
New Mexico Cottage Sanitarium, and
satisfaction or you MONEY
of Judge and Mrs. Alford W. Cooley. tory. Also, that the building of the
BACK..
Mrs. Ferguson recently visited In Las Vegas and Roswell railway will
Santa Fe and Judge and Mrs. Cooley be under good headway within the
have also been visitors In Santa Fe. year, and that Fort Sumner will be
Mrs.
Roosevelt will on at least two railway lines. The IN CANNED GOODS
Wednesday,
and'
in
spend
Albuquerque awaiting the building of the irrigation system
arrival of Colonel Roosevelt
with second line of railroad will lead to
We have full line of Monarch
whom she and daughter will then pro- other enterprises of greater or less
& Richelien
Eastern pack
into
magnitude. Taking everything
ceed to Phoenix, Arizona.
consideration, Fort Sumner has the
canned goods.
best prospects for growth and devel
CORPORATION TAX
CONSTITUTIONAL. opment of any town In the territory.
Fort Sumner Republican.
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R
Furniture Co.
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Risk For Those Who
Accept It
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Why Hesitate?

An Offer That Involves No

o

And as onj Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?

EXPERT
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19 San Francisco

pany restrained from paying the tax.
She claimed that the tax was unconstitutional.
attorney, Maxwell
Evarts, brought the case Jo the Supreme Court, after the circuit court
had declined to hold the tax unconstl-- '

C. G. Shepard, a well known Chicago business man, is at the Palace.
F. W. McNamara, the well known
dry goods salesman, is here from Chicago.
H. A. Coomer of the New Mexico
Central, spent Saturday at Albuquerque.
W. C. Bucklin, a newspaper man
from Atlanta, Ga., paseed through the
city yesterday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Simpson are

CAPITAL 50,000.00
Does a General Banking

PERSONAL
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UNIQUE EXPLANATION
FOR HIGHER PRICES
Congress enacted legislation provide
March
13. "The
Austin, Texas,
ing that the returns should be open to
inspection only upon rules and regu- elimination of dirt from all kinds of
food products is the principal causa of
lations aproved by the President,
The first action In the court to test the advanced cost of living," so de-

the constitutionalily ot tha law was
begun in the United States Circuit
Court for the District of Virginia. A
woman began it.
Stella P. Flint,
guardian of the property of Samuel
N. Stone. Jr. a stockholder in the
i Stone
Tracy Company, of Windsor,
Vt., began an action to have the com- -

Have cheaper Canned Goods
but we do not recommend
the use of cheap canned goods
at any time.

Eggs
CHICHESTER
S PILLS City
Kansas
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Egg
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rears known as Best, Safest, Always ReliaMt
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NOVELTIES IN BAR PINS.
& DESIGNS in LOCKETS
SHAPES
NEWEST
A COMPLETE LINE OF BRACELETS

CALL AND SEE THEM.

HC

Vnnf7 The Reliable Jeweler.
I Ulm
San Francisco St.

-

35c Dz
25 & 30c Dz

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

FIRST GLASS
HACK SERVICE

CORRiaeS HACK LINE
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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Light Company
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CAT&RRH

PROFESSIONAL

A SYSTEMIC BLOOD DISEASE

Ai'J'iiN sA'ts

CARDS

AT LAW

-mm
Industry In New
Catarrh is not merely an affection Cha. F.
R. Easiey.
Chaa.
l
Ealey,
Mexico
E. Dana Johnson writes in of the mucous membranes; it is a
Fe.
Estancia.
m-H8anta
d
blood disease in which the
New Mexico now
Mining Science:
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Fortify the Panama Canal Why Not? the great water way which shall unite has an important new industry: the entire circulation and greater part of
Attorneye-at-Latwo
the
oceans
more
is
United
which
and
arare
involved.
the
It
the
S3'stem
To the Editor: Your excellent
GENERAL OFFICES- - RATON NEW MEXICO.
of
and
the
reduction
vanadium,
States
mining
will
the
in
treatmanifested
head,
always insist upon
commonly
WILLIAM McKEAN
ticle under the caption "We Guard
ing as a part 0 her commercial rather rare mineral which ia now used nose and throat, because of the sensiUSUal
Attorney-at-Laa
Oil
t
Panama"
the
has
r
fwn
in
1910
the manufacture of steel where tive native of these membranes, and
(Read Up)
In effect Sept, 1st
coast line.
(Read Down)
As England insists,
and Land Law.
Mlalns
I
are
more
have
hardness
also
are
and
because
tensile
sound.
Ocean
high
Inter
the
they
easily
strength
of
her
by
that
her
1
20j
1S
STATION'S
glorious
power,
might
Mill's
New Mexico
Taoa,
influences
from
A
reached
treatment
so
the
for
desired.
many
is
it
that
Inby irritating
enemies in war shall strike her
often wondered why
plant
a ui
p in
Caof
unthe
The
outside.
of
a
4
00
cost
of
at
M.
this
erected
symptoms
7 3"
0
Lv.. Des Moines. N.
mineral,
Americans oppose every
..An
dian possessions only by doubling the
3 60
7 41)
Kumaldo
C W. Q. WARD
4
such as a tight feeling in the
3 30
11
dertaking for the benefit and honor Cape of Good Hope, the government of $100,000, has just been completed and tarrh, nose
(15
Iieilinan
Territorial Dlctrlct Attorney
throat
head,
3 15
fired
clogged
a
up,
16
on
20
N.
stopped
at
God!
station
5!.,
up
Thank
they
Cutter,
Capulln
the
of
the country.
United States, will in like manner
3 05
20
ViRtl
J 35
dry, hacking cough, etc., show For 8aa Miguel and Mora Counties
2 45
are a small minority of our people, insist that the interior, the safer and the Santa Fe railway half a dozen and
50
25
Thompson
. New Mexico
the
blood vessels of the mu- - Las Vegu,
that
9 10
2 25
tiny
3
funnlntrham
A
t
Away back in 18S1, James G. Blaine an(j m0re speedy route of the canal miles from the Rio Grande and mid. ,
1 55
9 35
42
I.. ..Clifton House N.M
1 30
Vs
10
Haton. N. M. ...l.vi
Ar
ourselves, while way between Albuquerque N. M., and coll
(the greatest American statesman of shall be leserveii
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
Lilt- - lllM(UllktV.O 41.
CIUU lUUUlUa
Ari 10 15
i.Lv
2 30
titttou, N.M
down the genuine doc- our enemies, if we shall ever be so El Paso, Tex. Fifteen miles from Cut- the circulation.
laid
his
time)
To cure Catarrh perAttorneye-at-La!.. .Oliftoii House N M.
9 49
2 47
in
Los
ter
Caballos
the Sierra de
or
trine as affecting the duty of the gov- unfortunate as to have any, shall be
blood must be purified
9 32
the
Practice
4b
in the District Courts h
SPreston
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manently
8 56
65
Koeh ler J unction
ernment in regard to any interoceanic remanded to the voyage around Cape Horse mountains, are the extensive and the system cleansed of all un- well a before the
3 45
Supreme Court ut
3" 35
9 05
koehler
of
the
Vanadium
be
and,
mining
properties
canal that might
Horn."
constructed,
Nothing equals the territory.
healthy matter.
8 20
8
Colfax.
4 15
Mines
con-ierthe
surroundCompany,
Pittsburg
S. S. S. for this purpose.
There spoke the statesman, the
It attacks Laa Cruces. - although the circumstances
8 02
( Vrrososo
76
4 43
New Mexico
which ooeraies the oxide plant ar,
'Ar
Lv 7 45
5
Olmarron
the disease at its
ing the present canal has changed scholar, the patriot, who grasped the
6
35
1
m
I
Lv
a
Cimarron
10
5
Ar
Cutter.
The
vanadium
ore
ideas
down
his
he
bearing
since
wrote,
somewhat
entire matter in his mighty brain and
head, goes
G. w.
6 27
Nash
5 IS
6 17
5 :.t
Harlan
to the bottom of
i
are as correct now as they were then. enunciated nrincinlps which will live is brought from the company's concen- Attorney and Consellor-at-La94
6 00
5 45
Ute Hark, N. M...Lv!
Ar
trator
near
hauied
the
mins
by motr
the trouble and
In discussing the modification of the and direct the actions of our govern-- !
p m
pm
Practice ln all the District Courts
makes a complete and
Clayton-Bulwe- r
ment as long as the canal exists. The trucks, treated in the plant and ship
treaty he said:
gives special attention to case
and lasting cure before the Territorial
ilOonneets at Oolfax with E. P. A S. W. Ely. train both forth and'South.'.!
"It is hardly conceivable that the great wonder to me is how any Ameri- ped to Pittsburg, where, reduced to
Supreme Court
Houteu
of
M,
form
meets
the
y,
Van
N.iM.
trains
Preston
at
for
it
used
is
SStage
same great power which considers can statesman can make the slightest
by PURIFYING Office: Laughlln Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
M..
N,
M
Paric,
,
for
Uto
.1.
9:00
at
X.
leaves
m,
Klizabethtown.
in
dally
except
the manufacture of steel at the
Stage
I the blood. Then
herself justified in these precautions objection to such obviously plain prinundays. Fare &i.ou one way S3.50 round trip: flfty pound baggage carried free.
rate of 5 pounds to the ton.
the inflamed
Thej
E. C. ABBOTT
. for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the for the safety of a remote colony on ciples that on' would think a child
0. & 9. train leave Des Moines,
plant at Cutter, which was erected in
membranes beein
a
another continent, should object to could see and understand.
Atto
w
Of th at 4:38 a. m.
to
the
head
is
time of six months
heal, the
cleared, breathing
So I repeat, "We Guard Our Own at
the adoption by the United States of
Practice !n the District and Su
becomes
natural and easy, the throat
C. G. DEDMAN,
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
similar but far less demonstrative Panama," no matter who is pleased or is the only one of 'ts kind in the counis no longer clogged, and every un- preme Courts. Prompt and careful
V. P. & G. M..
Q. P. A pent.
measures for the protection of the displeased.
Superintendent.
Our plain duty is to try and one of the largest mining
attention given to all business.
The main pleasant symptom of the disease dis- Santa Fe,
distant shores of her own domain, for guard our own interests and let the plants in New Mexico.
New Mexlc
S.
S.
S.
is
of
the
all
appears.
greatest
r
the drawing together of the extremes outer world attend to its own affairs building is nearly 200 by 200 feet. in blood
and
for
reason
this
is
purifiers,
with a battery of big
R. W. WITTMAN
ot the Union in still closer bonds of and let us alone. Yours for America, dimensions,
the most certain cure for Catarrh.
furna. es for roasting the ore.
Im- interest and sympathy, and for hold- first last and all the time.
Draft man
Book
on
Catarrh
and
medical
advice
ureuse
uuanuues 01 suipnuric acid are free to all who
A L MORRISON,
Oaples furnished ot records on 81c
ing to the simple end of honorable
write.
uscd In the oxide P"oess.
The ore TJTE SWIEX SPECIFIC
hi the U. 8. Suneyo" General's Office
the absolute control of
(In Chicago Interocea'n) is
CO., Atlanta, On.
dumped into huge
tanks
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
or vats; sulphuric acid and water are
HARRY D. MOULTON,
field of wireless telegraph it will be on added and steam jets agitate the exposed. The footwall has not been
TELEPHONE WIRE
FOR TELEGRAPHING. our own account. The air is open to mass. When the liquid is drained off reached.
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
it carries the vanadium with it, the
Attorney-at-LaLas Animas District Activity is Reall."
n NewMex.
and aU
residue of sulphate of lead being ported from the Las Animas district
Steps Taken Looking to Reduction of
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
dried out in that form and sold for the near Magdalena,
Socorro
county.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Long Distance Tolls. Economies
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
manufacture of paint. It is believed The Statehood Mines company is runIntroduced.
the lead values win more than pay ning customs ore through its
for the treatmen of the vanadium. electric stamp mill.
About 50 tons
H'ormjrly Special Agent. G. L. O.
Palace.
The New .York American recently
lne vanadium liquor Is evaporated have been run from the Mountain La mi Claim and Contests a Specialty
T H
IP11In1.n1.
Atoi-r
I
THE
the Part remaininS
published an interview with President Bishop!
roasted and King mine and 100 tons are on the
City; C .G. Sh'epard, Chicago;
PROBERT X COMPANY.
The Statehood
Theodore N. Vail, which is of special N S. Hackley, Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. '
dump for the mill.
The ",ant is ntirely Company is also running the Ore
Investments
interest at this time, not only to tele- E G. Kinkead and son, Los Angeles; dei rsnlfs:
em and complet ly 9iPPI. and from its Snake mine, the upper por
Lands,
Bonds & Stocks.
Mines,
to
but
C.
at
the
William
Miss
John WiU
phone people,
public
Bullen, Atlanta;
emp!oy some 200 men while that lion of which is known as the Eureka
Money Loaned tor Investors.
large, for it implies large economies Peckham, Miss Ellen K. Smith, New- We have for sale general stocks f
and
for users of the wire as a result of the port, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. V. Jaramillo, mfny moe afe flnding work ln the mine. The Sigma Construction
masses of the ore are Development Company is developing Merchandise. Retail Lumber
rd and
coalition of the Bell System and w T)n. mi., mro- -. ir.-b Cked ont "
other
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the
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Opportunities
throughdrifting
ROUTE
Union
the Western
here. Here is the John J. Fox, St. Louis; Dr. Mervine,
minesr
th.su.P'
level. It is in out Taos county.
avircaia i.u ii yiaLuicauy unlimit- on the new
story:
Kansas City; Mr. and Mrs. King, Okla- iij
Bank Refereuueg furnished.
ed.
Vanadium brings about Jisn a 3,021 feet and has opened the vein
B.
E.
Brown, Stanley.
Theodore N. Vail, head of the tele homa;
New Mexico
pound and the company estimates four feet wide. Nine tons of shipping Taes
Montezuma.
phone and telegraph trust, announced
that its ore will average about $100 ore'have been sent to the smelter with
contracts
been
that
had
yesterday
DR. C. M. RILEY.
The development of these good results. A new five horse power
Harper J. Cunningham, City; Dr. per ton.
For rates and full information address
signed by which telephone wires and Mrs. J. C. Simpson, Washington, ore deposits is another instance of triplex pump is being installed. Hilt-sch- Veterinary Physician and Surgeon,
would be used for telegraph service D.
the fact that New Mexico's mining re-- .
Brothers are assembling five Graduate of McKIllep's
C; Reginald C. Cobbett,
Q- - f- - &
veterinary
Agent,
and telephone wires for telegraph Harold Brooks; Buckman; F.Tesuque;
W.
sources
to operate their holdings college of Chicago.
have
al-- !
been
washers
little
dry
El Paso Texas.
realized,
ex
messages with the result that the
Work ot All Kinds Solicited.
Mrs. though millions of dollars' worth of on the old placers of Mesa del Oro and
Chicago; Mr. and
pected in the near future wir-- com Hesch, City; W. C. Bucklin, Atlanta; the precious metals have been
Dentistry a Specialty.
to be running in another two
expect
shipmunication throughout the United E. G. Calvert, Denver; Mrs. L. R.
Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
ped from various parts of the territory months.
States would practically
supercede Wright, Mrs. George Z. Ervien, H. F. for half a
Day Phone, Black 9.
century, and by prehistoric
letters and postal cards.
"What w. Dart, Potsdam, N. J.; L. A. Peeper, La Indians, Mexicans
Night Phone, Main 184.
d Spaniards the
ai
are constantly studying," he said "is
Out of town calls promptly aa
R. L. Robertson, Buck- - rugged mountains of New Mexico were
Crosse,
Ind.;
the curtailment of expense. Take for
were.
EDITORIAL
FLASHES.
man; Elsie M. Smith, Wichita, Kas.; always regarded us a veritable treas-Jakexample, the cost of long distance'
New Mextoo
Sunta F
New York; M. Leonard, ure house.
Doubtless unnumbered
Simon,
You hear a good deal of comcall.
Sheffield, la.; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Floyd,! tons of ore rich in this rare mineral
plaint about high charges for long
Mrs. F. M. Sulton, have been discarded in the past.
Editor Paul A. F. Walter of the New
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Un- distance calls. But as conditions have Durant, Oklahoma;
R. E. Burke, Farmington; til within comparatively recent times Mexican was able to hand out a bouNotary Public
Mississippi,
existed in the past we had to charge
Office with the New Mexican Print
J. Campbell, New York city.
vanadium was used for but little but quet in a recent issue to every one of
Let the complainer do a little Hugh
high.
the manufacture of inks and dyes, al- the hundred or more newspaper edi- lng Company.
Coronado.
calculating and he will understand.
New Merle
though it was discovered as far back tors in New Mexico in an editorial 3anta Fe.
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WANTED to buy controlling stock
in a street railway. Horse or electric
power In a small city. ,Mid annual re-- !
port for 1910, also particulars to N. F.
Connor, Tariffville, Conn.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens lurnisnea. muttons ana supTypewriters sold, exchanged
plies.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar
Ex
Sftnta Fe Typewriter
anteed.
change. Phone 231.

D

.......
If

ICO
.Relinquishment,
west of Stanley,
X. M., two miles east Sun Pedro Mts.,
good schools, P. O. i mile from
claim. Daily mails. Address M. V.
Mack, 305 Hancock St.. Santa Fe,
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SOCIETIES

mat artists were refusing to meet the
extremely heavy men being imported
MASONIC
notably the Turks, who began to
flood the country after Yousffnff cleaned
up. Wrestling was handicapped pretty
Montezuma Lodge Nc
much along lines of strength and
1, A. K. i; A. M. K
weight at that time and speed was not
otar con.iounfcaTi'r.
regarded as much of a necessity. PunfirBt Moud'.y of eac
ishment was understood to some exmonth atuaonic ha
tent, but it was not scientifically apat 7.3 . ..
when
was
It
much of
there
plied, and
H. H. DORMAN,
it was generally because there was a
Master
lot of foul work. Wearing a man down
E.
CHAS.
LINNEY,
Secretary.
consisted mainly In getting him on the
mat and laying around him so as to
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
tire him out by sheer weight.
R. A. M.
Regular cot,
Gotch changed this almost completely.
vocation second Mocdayirt
He was about the same as other wrestmonth at Mason c
each
lers up to about the time he had to
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
meet Hackenschmidt, and the IndicaJOHN H. WALKER, H. P.
tions are that he changed his plans
mainly for this bout, as he feared the 4.RTHUF SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Russian's great size and strength. As
a result Gotch spent most of his time
Santa Fe Commandeiy fci;
while training working out a system
K"
ReSular conclav
J&fS1t fourth
whereby he could keep from being put
Monday In each
pggj
on the mat and at the same time worry
at jfon!c Hall at
..0,
and wear down his opponent.
7:30 p. m.
How successful he was was shown
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
when he had his opponent beaten beV. H. GRIFFIN,
Recorder.
fore ever the two went to the mat.
Throwing him when finally Gotch conSanta Fe Lodge or Perfection No.
cluded it was time to risk grappling 14th degree.
Ancient and Accepiu
with the Russian was a mere matter of Scottish Rile of Flee
Masonry menu
too
weak on the third Monday of each montc
form, as Hackenschmidt was
then to defend himself. Ever since at 7:30 o'clock In the evening it
Gotch has resorted to the same tactics Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza
when he is against an opponent who Is
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
heavier and stronger than he is.
j tally invited to attend.
S. SPIT ., 32.
MARSHALL KEEPS HIS TITLE
Venerable Mast i
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32.
Frank J. Marshall, Present Chest
Secretary.
-

Harry Forbes,
y

-

Champion, Wins Out In National
Tourney by Half Point.

By half a point Frank J. Marshall,
who was already champion of the United States, won the national chess
masters' tournament, which had been
in progress In New York for two
weeks. His final game was drawn with
Kreymborg, making his score 10 points

.

Nothing to Fear.
The Girl Go back and lick him, yon
.
coward!
The Victim But he's already given
me two black eyes!
The Girl Well, he can't give you
any more, can hetrJudgq.
.

8usplelous.
"1 notice," remarked the observant
hoarder, taking his seat at the table,
"that the conversation stopped aa soon
aa I came in. I hope nobody was say'
ing anything to my discredit"

I

Exalte

D. SENA,

Ruler

Secretary.

EDWARD C. BURKE,
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President

Secretary.

Frank J . Marshall.

out of a possible 12, or 8 wins and 4
drawn games in the tournament. He
did not lose a game.
The magnificent finish by the Cuban
champion, Jose R. Capablanca, reduced
Marshall's margin to half a point. By
winning from Paul Johner on Friday
the Cuban finished In second position.
Daily Umpire Reports.

Hereafter the umpires of the East
ern league, after each game, will for
ward reports to President Barrows on
the weather and playing field conditions, the behavior of the players, the
names of the men fined or disciplined
and the reasons for the same.
President Barrows thinks that by
having these reports he will be better able to get at the bottom of any
troubles that may arise on the Held,
and that the chronic misery-maker- s
will put themselves on record
Coy Now Coal Baron.

Edward Harris Coy, head coach of the
Yale football eleven last tall, has decided to go Into the coal business in
Chattanooga, Tenn. He planned to go
into the lumber business till recently
with his brother, Sherman Coy, the
former Yale end rash.
Coy captained the Yale eleven two
years ago. He is one of the best
athletes that ever wore a Yale
'

uniform.

Another Kind.
Silas I heard yew bo't a gold brick
when yew wuz tew the city las' week.
How erbout It, Hiram?"
Hiram I reckon yore heerin' ain't
ez good es It uster be, Silas. Th' brick
I bo't wuz brass, by hokeyl

The New Mexican
Printing vena
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index In front and the fees of Justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up In civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pa;;ea civdl and 320 page
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.71
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Crimln.J . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash ltf
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexlcan Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, 1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two tor $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Sheriffs Flexible
full leather $3.
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
New
two or more books, $1 each.
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75 c. Compilation Mining Laws, so c Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks.
If you want anythnj on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad. -

:

to thousands every day.

NEW MEXICAN speaks
IT IS BOUi'D TO BRING YOU

K4
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BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people c: ; our town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising1 pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
susrar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
m
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some 3S
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
m
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the m
si
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
fig

ii
3H

I

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

I

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper I
have a3 much for your store but you must let them know that 1
I
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot .afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise. I
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FOLEY KIDNEY PILL8.
and remove the poisons
Neutralize
the Watch.
cause
that
backache, rheumatism,
"That fellow expects to wake up
nervousness and all kidney and bladsome day and find himself famous."
They build up
Then they all hastened to assure "That explains it," said the Janitor. der Irregularities.
aim that they had been talking about He does kiok like fury when his pa- and restore the natural action : of
these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy.
the weather.
...
per falls to oome." .
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Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always

old-tim-

give-and-ta-

B. P. O.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. .
bolds its regular session on the sec
ond and fourth Wednesday of eact
month. Visiting brothers are invito1
A. J. FISCHER,
tnd welcome.

F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado'a Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Fanner.

ten-roun- d

YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. oiE 3 KINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR A"

Frank Gotch.

The history of the prize ring, past resulted in a knockout of Mike Bart-lein four rounds at Fort Wayne, the
and present, Is full of stories related
concerning former champions of the contest taking place a short time ago.
squared circle who tried to "come Boxing critics throughout the country
hack" and failed dismally. As a gen- are all of the opinion- that Forbes
eral rule the man who once retires was never better than at the present
from active service makes an awful time.
Freddy Whittingham, Forbes
mess of it if he undertakes to begin trainer and sparring partner, shares
over again. Jim Jeffries was a case this belief.
Whittingham probably
In point, so was Battling Nelson, Jim knows Forbes better than any other
Corbett, Kid McCoy, Tom Sharkey, person living, he having worked with
Bob Fltzsimmons the list could be the former king of the bantams from
And
strung out to an indefinite
length. the very start of his career.
Once in a great while a fighter bobs Fred says that today Forbes is boxInto view who manages to achieve ing with all the vim and fire that disthe seemingly Impossible by return- tinguished him in the past, and his
ing to the scenes of former triumphs hitting power is as dangerous as ever.
and making good. He may be called To Whittingham belongs the credit
the "exception who proves the rule," for getting Forbes into his fighting
and such a one is Harry Forbes,
trim, and if the fprmer owner of the
of the bantam weight di- bantam title Should regain it; he will
vision.
have much to thank his faithful trainForbes began boxing In 1897, and er for.
from the beginning showed the unusual speed and punching power that ENGLISH FIGHTER IS CLEVER
helped to make him a world's champion In the future. He won the title Digger Stanley and Frankie Burn
In 1903 by defeating Andy Tokell, the
Fight One of Best Battles Ever
British champion; having previously
8een In This Country.
knocked out Danny Dougherty, who
had succeeded Terry McGovern, as
In the greatest boxing bout ever
American champion.
Forbes retired seen in this country between two little
from the ring in 1905. Up to that men, Frankie Burns, the aspirant for
time he had participated in 111 bat- the bantamweight championship
hon
tles, and was one of the most popu- ors of the world, finished out an excellar boxers that ever donned
the lent draw with Digger Stanley, the
sesgloves.
English champion, in a
Just a year ago the fighting fever sion at the National Sporting club In
seized the retired champion again, New York the other night. It was an
and he resolved to tempt fortune be
tween the ropes again. Under the
management of Howard Carr, more
popularly known as Kid Howard, he
went east, and despite his four years'
absence from the ring, the matchmakers thought well enough of his chances to pit him
against Knockout
Brown, who was then fighting in the
Brown, howfeatherweight ranks.
ever, refused to make 118 rounds the
weight agreed upon, and the match
was called off. The fight was to have
taken place at Troy, N. T., and Jack
Ray was substituted for Brown. Ray
was knocked out In the second round,
e
Forbes showing clearly that his
punch had not deserted him.
His next match was with Joe .Coster of New York, before a Brooklyn
club. Coster was considered the best
man of the bantamweight division In
the east, and early In the battle he
caught Forbes with a short hook on
the Jaw that floored the Chicagoan
Forbes was knocked groggy by the
fall, and for six rounds he fought
mechanically, being sent to the floor
repeatedly and frightfully punished.
Had not his physical condition been
absolutely perfect, he could never had
stood up under the terrible gruelling
(
to which he was subjected. But he
tuck It out, and by degrees his head
cleared, and he began fighting back.
In the seventh round Forbes landed
a right on Coster's Jaw that floored
the New York lad In his turn. Cos aggressive, slam-ban- g
affair, Interter was In bad shape and clinching to spersed with fast, clever boxing.
save nimeeix.
From the first round to the last
Early In the eighth round Forbes there was not a dull' or slow minute
went after his man In tiger fashion, during the entire fight. It was
rushed him to the ropes, slammed
with the honors rushing back
rapidright and left to his Jaw, and droDned and forth with the lightning-likhim for the full count, and
something ity of a shuttle In a machine. First
ever.
Stanley would gain an advantage, then
It was this victory which convinced Burns would make a rally and even up
Forte's friends that he was as good the score. So they fought the ten
as ever. In a bout at Troy he lost a rounds, the fortunes of each hanging
decision to Abe At tell, the feather on a punch.
weight champion, but this did not
detract from his reputation, as Forbes
It is a problem for the puzzle
was plainly overmatched In weight, guessers to find how to convince a
and fighting out of his class.
has been he Is too much "all In" to
Forbes' last appearance in the ring "come back."
8avlng Time.
"What show shall we take in toMilk and Butter.
night, wife?"
It you can't afford a cow
"I'll try to make up my mind beScientists advise, please note.
tween now and dinner."
That 'twill feed the baby If
Ton keep a aroat.
"Make up your complexion at the
'I.
tame time, will you?"
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LOST Pair of rimU-seye-- glasses.
Champion Frank Gotch must be
the (Suitable reward for tbt-i- return. Mrs.
given credit for revolutionizing
wrestling game. Before Gotch's time Sargent.
speed and avoiding punishment were
Position ty lafiy
considered secondary matters.
WANTED
About the time Gotch was coming cashier or bookkeeper.
Address P. 0.
into the wrestling title the American Box 331, Santa Fe, X. M.
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WANTS

Champion Frank Gotch Is Responsible
for the New Wrestling Game
Wears His Man Down.
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residence
years the most beautiful
In New Mexico.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Be0 A Feeling of Satisfaction and toof
any
ing well Dressed Is important
lady wearing a silk skirt. A new line
at convincing prices Ms advertised in
X
Santa Fe, N. M., March 13.
this issue by W. N. Townsend & Co.
The weather for New Mexico
Read the ad.
and
is generally fair tonight
Four Tennis Courts The Santa Fe
Tuesday with not much change
Jt Tennis Club did not do much tennis
in temperature.
playing last season but the high school
boys and girls will lively make up this
Mrs. Potts' Sad Irons will be found spring and summer for they are at
work on four courts. That is to say,
at GOEBELS.
nnd the girls
Fate's Turning is a Biograph and a the boys are at
are encouraging them by praising the
good one. It's at the Elks' tonight
Soldiers Passing Lamy Yesterday work. A club has been organized
and today several train loads of sol- - with H. Stephens president, and
diers, passed Lamy on their way to each class will have a court to prac- tice. The classes will play one anoth- El Paso and San Antonio.
chal-oCuba on Wheels Wednesday "Cuba er and then pick a crack team to
Wheels" will be at the Santa Fe,lenge out of town clubs,
depot. It is a car exhibiting the pro-- i
Change of Pictures at the Elks'
and attractions of Cuba. The night.
United States Patent A. TJ. S. Pat- public schools will visit the car.
See Who the Widow's Choice is at nt
Den granted to Lulu Shock
the Elks' tonight.
Sec. 35 T. 11 N R 9
tor the S. W.
.
Missionary Society The Woman's E in Santa Fe county.
Home and Foreign Missionary Society
Hearing Arguments Judge McFie
of St. John's M. E. church will hold is spending today hearing arguments
their regular social and devotional in the case of Salmon vs. the Fidelity
meeting at the home of Mrs. Richie at Insurance Company over an indemnity
2.;!0 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
bond. The argument in the case beClub Women of New Mexico in Segan this morning and continued this
ssionToday at Las Cruces, convened afternoon.
the first meeting of the Federation of
Fine Entertainment Besides the
Women's Clubs of New Mexico. The
on "The Pathos of Travel" by
lecture
program of the convention was pub- Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts to be given
lished some time ago.
at the Elks Friday night, there will b
Addressed Parents' Meeting Yes- a delightful musical program furnishterday County Superintendent of ed by Mrs. V. L. Bean and Miss Bean.
Schools John V. Conway addressed a There will also be
moving pictures.
meeting of parents at Lamy, 18 miles The entertainment is for the benefit
south of Santa Fe, urging the necessi- of the
High School Athletic Club.
ty of enforcing ths compulsory school
Cuban Car Will Be Here Four Days
attendance law and the importance of
It will be on Wednesday evening on
the school elections next month.
Xo. 1, and not tomorrow, that the
Tonight's Program at the Elks': Cuban exhibit car will reach Santa
The Widow's Choice: The Owner of Fa. It will
stay four days and the
L. L. Ranch: Fate's Turning.
public schools will visit the exhibit
Remodeling His Residence Judge Incidentally those in charge of the car
N. B. Laughlin is adding a sec- will seek to
get up a similar car' to
ond story and remodeling
his resi- advertise New Mexico. The car has
dence at 'the corner of Don Gaspar been at Raton and Las Vegas and will
and De Vargas avenues. The entire g0 to Albuquerque from here.
building will De rough cast on the
Another Race Closson's mare
outside and will present an artistic Valentine has been matched Lady
with
appearance when completed.
Buckskin' which has figured in several
From 25 to 46 Degrees That was races lately. The race will be run
the range in temperature yesterday early next month for a side bet of
and average relative humidity was 60 $1,000.
it is a Boy Jose Dolores Garcia of
per cent. The lowest temperature dur- ing last night was 31 degrees. Yester-- Garcia street, is the proud father of
day was a partly cloudy day with a boy who arrived yesterday. - Both
slightly cooler weather. The lowest mother and babe are doing nicely,
temperature Saturday wag 35 degrees,
There was a rain, hail and thunder
storm Saturday morning which may
d
account for the cool spell.
Rickety-ChilOut Shade
Trees This
Setting
morning J. c. McConvery began setting out fifty elm trees on east Palace
avenue beyond the Arroyo Sais. It is
planned to line both sides of that part
On
of Palace avenue with elms as soon
as the street is widened. This spring,
elm trees will be set out on the north'
side of the street and also on the south
side in front of the properties that
FOOD
lhave set the fence back to the new!
line adopted by the city council. It
will make Palace avenue in a few

NO INTERVENTION

street

no. 4 Andrews Cash
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4

Groceryandand Bakery
SEEDS,
FLOWER

GARDEN

ONION

SETS"-

Nice Fresh Eggs
Fish Received Tuesdays

-

25c Dz.
& Thursdays

We are receiving killed to order dry
picked poultry twice a week, try a hen,
FINE.
ARE
THEY
spring, broiler, or a turkey

PLANNED

F. Andrews

THE EXQUISITE DAINTINESS

0UR NEW LINE OF
CLOISONNE
JABOT

ENAMELED

PINS, CUFF

BEAUTY

PINS,

LINKS, SHIRT

BELTS

WAIST

PINS,

SETS, etc.

Gives just the necessary TOUCH for
the chic spring or summer outfit.

A

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY OF

LAVELIERS and LOCKETS
Select Your Easter Gift for "THE

S. SPITZ,

DEAREST

GIRL"

NOW

Manufacturing Jeweler.

Your Spring and Summer Lingerie
Can Be Bought at OUR STORE

Cheaper than you can make It and
in the most elaborate styles with
DISTINCTIVE QUALITY.
Princess slips for summer gowns $2.00 to $2.50
Combination Suits, any combi-

nation you desire
$1.25 to $2.50
or
as
elaborate
as
Skirts, plain
$1.25 to $4.00
you may wish
.25 to $1.50
Corsets Covers
Gowns
$1.00 to $3.00
A New Line of Banner Brand Tailored Shirt Waists $2.00 to $4.00

IX

JULIUS H. GERDES

ROOSEVELT

IN NEW MEXICO.

(Continued From Page One.)
the headquarters at Fort Sam Hous
ton to Galveston, other points along j are
appointed a committee to accom- the Gulf, and the various places along pany the mayor to the reception of
Colonel Roosevelt:
the border. Fiiilnmpnt. and
tion indicate that the flying machine) Martin Lohman, Jose R. Lucero,
is to play an important part in the Frank T. French, Frank M. Hayner,
maneuvers and mark a new era in Dr. G. D. Martin, Francis E. Lester,.
modern warfare. Some time ago it Oscar C. Snow, Isidoro Armijo, Wm.
was announced that Orville Wright, F.' Jacoby, Dr. R. E. McBride, Wm.
the inventor of the machine now in A. Sutherland, H. D. Bowman, Oscar
W. C. ReyLohman, Wm.
general use by the government, would nolds, ProfessorDessauer,
Luther Foster, Vincome to San Antonio in the near future for the purpose of giving further cent B. May, Jose Gonzales, R. H.
P.
instruction in the use of his machine. Sims, Morris Freudenthal, Will
It is evident now that Mr. Wright had Lapoint, 0. A. Foster, Marcial Valdez,
advance information relative to the S. F. Bean, J. B. Viljoen, Lorin Case,
Bliss Freeman, R. L. Faulkner,
contemplated army demonstration and
Manasse, J. F. Bonham, E. C.
that his visit here will be at a time
when his services will be most profit- Wade.
The exact hour of the arrival of
able to the war department. One of
his aviators, Phil Parmalee, has been Colonel Roosevelt's train- has not yet
here for some time1 giving demonstra- been ascertained but it will be about
tions and in company with Lieutenant 10:30.
Foulois of the signal corps made the
record breaking eight from Laredo to FAMINE STRIKES CHIHUAHUA.
Eagle Pass. Wright maintains, so it
is understood, that his machine can
(Continued From Page One.)
be operated successfully in any kind
of wind not a hurricane nor a cyclone ta for defense against another rebel atand during the time the army Is here tack. Large quantities of ammuniflights will be made regardless of at- tion for defending the town were also
taken across the border. The tele
mospheric conditions.
How Texas Looks at It,
graph line between Agua Prieta and
San Antonio, Texas, March 13 Gov- Naco, Ariz, is cut and it is believed
ernor Colquitt and other state officials that the rebels are planning to prevent
into Agua Prieta of General
are inclined to laugh at the notion in
the minds of many people that the Chipas to relieve the forte of 500
has left Moctozuma.
massing of one third of the standing
army of the United States at Fort
Sam Houston Is other than a military
maneuvre.
For some time certain
prominent men have given It out that
the United States army Is an Inert, unorganized, incompetent body not capable of striking an effective blow if the
This informa
service were needed.
tion has gone out to the world at large
creating the impression, it is believed,
that from a military standpoint Uncle
Sam is in a most hopeless condition.
solely for the purpose of showing that
no nation in the world can concentrate
its fighting force and have it ready
for active duty more quickly is the
real intent of the present movement.
This is the opinion of those in touch
with conditions who should understand the whys and wherefores of
mobilizing this great force of men in
Texas, bringing them from all parts
of the United States in a period of
Gus-tav-

e
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MARCH

13, 1911.

IS
MAKING

A RECORD.

The third elopement (of married
people by the way) this month was
announced today but no warrant has
been sworn out for the missing married man and the missing married
woman.
It appears that rne man, wno was
once employed at the capitol, disap
peared a few days ago and the young
.,
hnv
e ag0 took her departure. It is
,mnrpl, that thev have eone to Pue
blo or to Trinidad, Colorado, and ef- forts will be made to locate them,
with a view of getting back the child.
Unlike the other two elopements,
affair
this has proved an inter-stat- e
and it seems certain that the couple
Late managed to get out of the territory and thus requisition papers
would be necessary before they could
be brought back. In the other elopements Albuquerque and Arroyo Hondo proved the places where the romance bubble burst.

n,

HOTEL IN BUSINESS
CENTER IS ROBBED.
Ogden, Utah, March 13. The Reed
hotel in the center of the business
district was held up and robbed by
two armed masked men at four o'clock
this morning. The hotel is within
half a block of the central police station. The robbers entered the hotel,
covered the night clerk and five other
men and lined them up against the
e
wall and then emptied the safe
ing about $700. The clerk and guests
were not further molested. Two
rests have been made.
secur-entranc-

A FINE TOILET SET

j
j
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ren

Grow Sturdy

GrapenWuts

'

The Cash Store

the army was incapable and disorgani- SANTA
zed that they are positively in error.

'

jg

OF

-

i

'

Phone No. 4.

IF-r-

(Contlnued From Page One.)

n

Phone No.4.

MONDADY,'

1L.

I

military feat great enough in an its
detail to convince the nations of the
world that It is 'mpossible to find
Uncle Sam unprepared and not awake
and ready for any contingency t hat
This appears to be a
may arise.
military movement in which the regular army only is interested, none of
the states have been asked to participate with their various state military bodies. With this great body of
men in camp at Fort Sam Houston
and every detail of actual hostilities
carried out, it shows conclusively to
those who have been asserting that

Is as essential to your home as your furniture.
It
part of your furniture. It is a mark of culture and
an article of comfort and convenience. Let us show
is

you our line.
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Visit Our Chinaware Department

T BE

SANTA TE HARDWARE

&

SUPPLY
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The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
adoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
r
tailors of women's fashionable
garments.
'

1

made-to-orde-

Don't Del
Come at Once

mmmmmmmtmtmmmmm

There Jare 72 new Spring and Summer
styles the pick of the latest creations in the
fashion centres of the world. There are 278
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTEDmore
' r
than merely satisfied with the result.
So don't miss such an exceptional

opportunity as this. Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all the fashionable
wearing. You won't obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions for you new Spring ontfit that you will

women in the large cities are now
BE SIRE TO COME
be mighty glad indeed to get.

THE BIG
STORE.

EARLY-WHI-

LE

THE

COMPLETE LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.

NA THAN SALMON.

THE BIG
STORE.

